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arts

From the

studio

6.

With a record number of AP Studio Art
students’ projects on display in the Ohio
Governor’s Show at Rhodes Office Tower,
Arlingtonian features a sample of the artists’ work
compiled by|Bailey Capelle & Joannie Colner|
photos courtesy |Alicia McGinty|

5.

2.

1.

3.

1. Red Robot. Robots experiencing an identity crisis
is the theme of junior Joyce Kim’s piece, which is
featured in the Governor’s Office. Kim was one of
the top 300 artists in the Governor’s Show, which
judged 20,000 pieces across the country. “People
are isolated,” Kim said. “My concentration focuses
on the trials ... of life in this modern society.”
Although Kim intends to become a fashion designer,
she said painting will always be a hobby.
2. Untitled. Using a variety of media, junior Dan
Wickerham creates a layered look which supports the
piece’s theme. “It represents a time in my life when
people’s compliments about my work filled my head
with false ideas,” Wickerham said. “It is me looking
at my life, and re-evaluating what was [real] versus
the superficial.” Until he attends art school, he plans
on being as active in the art world as possible.

4

4.

1.

3. Ladies. Taken on First Community Church’s
Mexico mission trip, this photograph by junior Elyse
Lopez depicts local women selling jewelry. In
keeping with her concentration, Lopez said the
photograph reflects her Mexican heritage. Every
AP studio art student must choose a concentration
to focus on in the second semester of the yearlong course. “It’s best to choose an abstract subject
so you can experiment,” Lopez said. “The goal is
to show our growth.” Lopez does not want to
attend art school but might major in photography.
4. Diet of Worms. Senior Ryan Driefke’s self-portrait
is currently on display at the Governor’s Office and
was in the top 300 of the show. “I liked this painting
because it was from an interesting perspective,”
Driefke said. After getting a bachelor of fine arts
from The University of Michigan, Driefke plans to
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pursue graphic or industrial design, computer
animation, or get a master degree in fine arts.
5. Sans Logic. This piece by senior Bre Zack is “a day
in the life of a guy with a filter of delirium pulled over
his eyes,” she said. To achieve this effect, Zack grouped
random images together in unexpected ways. Zack
plans on studying art history and museum sciences with
hopes of becoming a curator at an art gallery.
6. Untitled. After making ceramic teapots all year
as her concentration, senior Mallory Covert branches
out from traditional designs. “I wanted to make a
teapot out of metal,” she said. Without the time or
resources, Covert used silver spray paint instead.
Though she does not plan on using her talents in art
as a career, she hopes to own a pottery wheel to
keep art in her life.
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Students, parents
worry as Ohio’s public
schools request maximum
tuition increases

|Kaitlyn Williams|

T

Throughout Ohio next fall, many families crease at 9.9 percent, though they can addi- pay the same price for tuition excluding
will notice thinner wallets and tighter bud- tionally apply for a larger increase. However, room and board during the 2004-05 school
gets. Approximately 12 Ohio public univer- this may cause colleges to struggle to remain year: $19,642. However, every Ohio resident
sities have increased tuition costs. This rise financially
stable,
in prices is a reaction to the decrease in state Blosser said.
funding and a slow economy, UAHS college
“The cap is to preWhile [college] is very expensive, it is probcounselor Jim Blosser said.
vent colleges from inably more expensive to not have a college
“College costs have exceeded the rate of creasing their fees at an
education.
inflation for a number of years,” Blosser said. exorbitant rate,” he said.
“And I’m not sure the end is in sight.”
“Yet the colleges are
—UAHS college counselor Jim Blosser
Junior Suzanne Medwid, who is consid- caught in the middle of
ering several Ohio public universities, said the price crunch.”
will be awarded Ohio Resident and Ohio
she thinks the increased prices could cause
Blosser said he does not foresee an end to Leadership scholarships valued at approxifinancial problems for some students.
raising tuition at Ohio public universities.
mately $5,000 each. The web site states the
“If you want a reasonably-priced school in
“This is going to continue for awhile be- goal of tuition changes is “to help Ohio’s
Ohio, they’re becoming harder and harder to cause states are not going to have the money smartest, best students stay in state for their
find because tuition is rising,” she said. “State to give to the systems,” he said. “Institutions higher education.”
schools are supposed to be an
Blosser said the tuition
alternative for kids who don’t
restructuring will allow Miwant to pay private school tuami to increase tuition but
ition, but even state schools are
still remain within the price
becoming expensive.”
cap. For example, a school
Numerous universities
tuition of $15,000 a year that
2003-04
2004-05
have raised tuition for the
can only increase 9.9 percent
2004-05 school year to prices
will increase less than a
Percent
Percent
that are equal to, or just
school that costs $25,000 a
Tuition
Increase Tuition Increase
School
slightly less than, the 9.9 peryear and can increase at 9.9
cent maximum annual tuition
percent, he said.
9.9% $7,408
Bowling Green
8.7%*
$8,052*
hike allowed by state law, acDespite the rising costs,
6.0% $4,287
Central State
9.9% $4,713
cording to the April 18, 2004
Blosser said he does not
The Columbus Dispatch article,
think UAHS students will
10.5% $6,072
Cleveland State
9.9%*
$6,792*
“College gets more costly as
be severely affected.
8.0% $6,882
Kent State
9.9%*
$7,563
schools push limits.”
“I don’t look at these
According to Blosser, costs
changes affecting students
9.9% $8,353
Miami
8.5% $9,063
have increased due to a slugany more now than in the
15.4% $6,567
Ohio State
13.4%*
$7,447*
gish economy that resulted in
past,” he said. “Every year
12.5% $7,128
fewer endowments and less incolleges increase their costs.”
Ohio University
9.0%*
$7,768*
terest on earlier contributions.
However, an increase in
8.9% $4,734
Shawnee State
9.9%*
$5,202*
“The slowing down of the
tuition may cause students
13.3% $6,809
University of Akron
9.0%*
$7,422*
economy earlier in the decade
to try to earn money to aid
caused colleges to lose millions
parents in paying for col9.9% $7,623
University of Cincinnati 9.9% $8,379
in endowments, [and] conselege, senior Lauren Joyce
9.9% $6,415
University of Toledo
9.9%*
$7,054*
quently, interest on that money
said. Joyce, who plans to athas dropped,” he said.
tend Miami next fall, said
not announced yet
6.0% $5,682
Wright State
Other reasons students and
she feels pressure to help
9.0% $5,448
Youngstown State
8.0% $5,884
parents will see increased
her family.
*Proposed increase
source|Ohio Board of Regents, public universities|
prices are inflation and re“There is a lot more presduced government funding for
sure to make money and help
are doing what they can to remain finan- my parents with college tuition,” she said. “[The
state universities.
“Higher education has been receiving a cially solvent.”
increased tuition] has not been a burden, but
Miami University has put a tuition plan it’s definitely taken a toll.”
smaller amount of money from state and fedin place to counteract the state price cap,
eral sources,” Blosser said.
The increases will benefit students in the
To stop universities from increasing prices Blosser said. According to the Miami web long run, Joyce said, and therefore she can
without limit, state law capped the price in- site, both Ohio and non-Ohio residents will tolerate the higher prices.

“

”

State tuition hikes
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“Miami and OSU are nice schools, and if
they are going to increase the quality, the cost
will go up,” she said. “[Paying higher tuition]
is not impossible. It hasn’t affected me to a
degree that it will affect my lifestyle.”
UA parent Janna Erbaugh said she was surprised when she learned of the cost increase
of many universities.
“When it comes to looking at higher
education, [cost] has been increasing
yearly, and you think, ‘It’s this expensive?’” she said.
Her son, senior J.T. Erbaugh, will be attending Miami in the fall. She said her family decided on Miami over other schools with
comparable qualities of education because
Miami was the least expensive, despite the increase in tuition.
“Specifically for Miami, [tuition] is
not too expensive,” she said. “It’s a bargain for the value of the education you
get there. But, for other schools, it’s a
large increase.”
Erbaugh said she attributed
Miami’s less-expensive price tag to
scholarship programs, including
the scholarships awarded to all
Ohio residents.
Some schools are attempting to
help students cope with the increases
in price, Blosser said. University of
Toledo media relations’ coordinator
Rebecca Shell said the university is
working to keep operational costs
down by examining the use of financial resources.
“We are going through a continuous program prioritization effort,” she said. “We’re looking to
make sure we’re using our financial
resources the best we can. We are
constantly looking at things we can
do and steps we can take to make
sure we are providing the best quality of
education for our students.”
Shell said the University of Toledo is attempting to increase scholarship opportunities to help students with the higher tuition
price tag and to cut costs elsewhere.
“We are putting forth every possible measure to cut costs everywhere we can,” she said.
“One particular measure is we are reallocating more money for financial-aid based and
merit-based scholarships.”
Despite increased tuitions, Blosser said the
value UA families assign to getting a college
education remains strong.
“While [college] is very expensive, it is
probably more expensive to not have a college education,” he said. “You’re going to see
the cost pay you back many times in the

course of your lifetime.”
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Racing for lives
UAHS seniors organize charity events to fight cancer
|Kendrick Sledge|

M

Music blares, people cheer and feet pound the
pavement in an effort to fight cancer. This scene
took place twice in May at recent events, Relay
for Life and Race for the Cure. Two senior girls
were involved in the events; Jessica KauffmanFink planned Relay for Life for Saturday, May 1
and Allison Fontana organized a high school team
for Race for the Cure on May 15. Both girls said

photo courtesy|Allison Fontana|

Runners crowd the streets of Columbus for
Race for the Cure May 15. The event produced
a turnout of more than 23,000 people despite
the unfavorable weather.

they were passionate about each event for different reasons, but both hoped their efforts would
make a difference in the fight against cancer.
Kauffman-Fink said she was inspired by her
sister to coordinate Relay for Life, which raises
money for the American Cancer Society. She said
her sister had participated in the event at Washington University and spoke highly of it to
Kauffman-Fink.
“It sounded really fun, so I decided to do something like it,” she said. “It didn’t turn out exactly
like [Washington University’s] because their’s lasted
all night, but it was the same idea.”
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The Relay for Life included the live music of
local band Camelback Cinema, which donated its
time to the cause. Senior Eric Connor, bassist, said
the band is always willing to support worthy causes.
“It’s kind of our band’s policy to play at any
community event that’s going to a good cause,”
Connor said. “Any type of organization that is
helping to save the lives of human beings is a
very worthy cause, especially since cancer can
happen to anyone.”
Fontana said she decided to organize a team
for Race for the Cure, which raises money for The
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, because she has always been active in the event.
“I ran my first race in fifth grade,” Fontana said.
“Then last year I attended the Survivors’ Ceremony
at the end which is to celebrate the people who
have survived and honor those who have lost their
lives to breast cancer. It’s a very emotional experience, and that’s what made me decide I wanted to
do this for my senior thesis.”
Both girls hope their efforts will raise awareness and money for cancer research. Fontana’s
project also involved a competition.
“They have a high school team challenge,”
Fontana said. “I wanted to get as many people
as I could to participate and see if we could get
the most.”
While results of the high school team challenge will not be available until mid-June, many
people did run with the high school team. Junior
Jimmy Long said he was encouraged to run in the
event by a friend who had signed up, and he was
glad to be a part of the team.
“It’s a worthy cause, and I know people who
have died of breast cancer, so I wanted to help
out,” Long said.
Both Fontana and Kauffman-Fink said they
were pleased with their respective events, despite
some setbacks.
“Not as many people as I’d hoped showed up,”
Kauffman-Fink said. “But we still raised about
$1,500 to $1,600.”
Fontana also had difficulties with her turn
out, which she attributed to the cold and rainy
outdoor conditions. Still, she said she was excited by the results of her team.
“Not everyone showed up because of the
weather, but about 25 of us met at the school and
went together and we met up with just about everyone else at the race,” she said. “It was a big success though. You only need 10 people to start a

team, so I was thrilled to get almost 50.”
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Voices against violence
UAHS Women’s Club promotes understanding, equality
|Allie D’Aurora|

O

One in three American women will be sexually assaulted. This scary statistic from the United Nations
Population Fund, along with equality in the work
force, misconceptions about feminism and the one
percent campaign, were women’s issues addressed
May 27 during the Women’s Club Equality Day.
The Women’s Club leaders, seniors Sarah Morgan and Lauren Marx, decided to present issues concerning women not only in America, but in Afghanistan as well. Morgan said the club ran a bake sale all
day; the proceeds went to its year-round fundraiser
to improve the quality of life of Afghani women.
“While the Taliban doesn’t still exist, there is still
a threat against women’s safety in the war-torn nation,” Morgan said. “We thought we [should] go out
with one more shebang before the year is up.”
Petitions for the one percent campaign and
various other issues, including contraceptive equity and equal pay, were
available for supporters to sign.
The one percent campaign is an
effort to divert one percent of
the federal military budget,
which is approximately $4 million, to help women’s issues such
as community centers for sexual asgra
ph
ic|
sault, Marx said. During Equality
Ye
ye
Day, Marx said members of the
Zh
an
g|
Women’s Club promoted the cause through
posters and T-shirts.
“On Equality Day, we [made] T-shirts decorated
with ‘one percent’ on them to get the idea out,” Marx
said. “We also [had] posters with one percent on them
along with a petition for the one percent campaign.”
Women’s Club member sophomore Jasmine
Mohamed said she favors the one percent campaign
and thinks with more awareness, more money can
be raised for women’s issues.
“I think the campaign is beneficial to women,”
Mohamed said. “Although one percent seems really small, it’s still a huge number. If we continue to
gain women to support the cause we can raise the
percent higher, but for now, one percent is better
than nothing.”
Equality Day also concentrated on the misinterpretation of feminism. Morgan said posters with
the correct definition of feminism were placed
around the school to end the derogatory notion that
feminists merely want domination over men, Morgan said.
“There are definitely some bad stereotypes about
feminists just because people don’t understand the
actual definition,” Morgan said. “People think that
feminists are women who want to take over the world
and have power over everyone, but really they just
8

want to be equal to men.”
Marx agreed the misconceptions regarding feminism are detrimentally pervasive.
“Feminism is not a negative, anti-male concept,”
she said. “It merely furthers a fundamental value of
our country: equality.”
Equal rights for women is critical to Mohamed
because of the past struggle women have endured,
she said.
“In the 1920s, women fought for equality, and it’s
important to remember how women struggled for
equal rights,” Mohamed said. “They fought for us
and we still continue the fight today.”
Joanie Zeigler, who co-advises the club with Bill
Zeigler, said it is essential for female students to be
conscious of women’s issues so they are more prepared for life after high school.
“Young women are aware of the definite
progress women have made over the years,
but equal is still not equal,” Zeigler said.
“Look at the number of women who
are C.E.Os or F.E.Os. We’ve
still never had a woman
president or vice president.
Look at the highest positions in the work force;
they are not occupied by
women. Young women have
to decide what they want to
do with that information.”
Zeigler said it is vital to raise awareness of women’s issues among males and females.
“The Women’s Club includes young men as well,”
she said. “It is important for men’s consciousness to be
raised too. They will care about the equality for their
mothers, wives, sisters or daughters. We have to provide
information first so they can become more educated.”
Education and reliable information is what Zeigler
said she wanted to provide at Equality Day to increase
student involvement with women’s issues.
“You have to do three things: raise awareness,
create interest and provide reliable information so
students can have a basis for thinking and acting,”
she said.
Both Morgan and Marx said they hoped to influence the student body to become more concerned
with women’s issues.
Mohamed said she also wanted to get more students involved with the Women’s Club through
Equality Day.
“I especially hope women learn about other
women’s struggle in the world, where no one knows
about it,” she said. “I want students to gain an understanding and help and partake in what the Women’s

Club is trying to do.”
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Senior
Celebration
Seniors party, play poker,
and wear sumo suits
|Ashley Anderson|
photo|Elyse Schatz|

Summer jobs

Students experience difficult
|Ally Betley|

S

Students at UAHS already juggle piles of
homework, various extracurricular activities and many try to squeeze a part-time
job into their packed schedules. Some students, however, are realizing the small minority of businesses that accommodate the
hectic life of a teenager.
Junior Kaitlin Morey said she began
searching in March for a permanent job in
UA, but resorted to take a position as a lifeguard at Wyandot Lake because of her limited options. Many of the businesses that
initially appealed to Morey had inconvenient
hours, and this forced her to look elsewhere.
“I wanted to apply to Hallmark, but they
needed someone to be there at 3, which I
obviously couldn’t do [because of school],”
she said. “I wanted a job that wouldn’t interfere with school, and I needed the business
to understand that I still have a lot of work.”
For Morey, the bleak outlook frustrated
her since she needed to start allocating
money for future expenses.
“My parents and I agreed that I needed to
start saving for college since I will be paying
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Senior Celebration this year followed the theme of the hit
TVseriesFriends,“I’llbeThereforYou.”Committeemember Kathy Knisley said the theme was chosen as both a
farewell to the Friends show as well as to the seniors.
“Most of the seniors grew up watching the show,”
Knisley said. “The ‘I’ll be There for You’ theme [was] for
all the friends going off in different directions.”
Senior Meaghan Foy said the theme was very appropriate for ending the year.
“It was a really good way to end things,” she said.
“Friends ended and they’re all going off in different directions and the seniors are all moving on.”
Committee member Sherri Edwards said the actual
celebration itself was based on the stage setup of
the show, with the couch and water fountain from
the opening credits at the entrance. Behind that
was a scene of “Central Park.”
“We [had] food, palm readers, and venders,”
Edwards said. “Just anything that would actually be in
Central Park.”
Central Perk, the coffee shop where the Friends characters spent most of their time, was also a part of the celebration. Edwards said the committee worked hard to stage
itlikeCentralPerk,andCaribou offered free drinksthere.

Other places for seniors to socialize were the
boys’ and girls’ apartments. Two lounge chairs and
TVs for viewing old episodes of Friends were in the
boys’ apartment, and the kitchen from the girls’
apartment had food.
To tie everything together, Friends T-shirts as
well as a “Wall of Friends” were available for seniors to write messages.
Props for the set up were both borrowed and made
by committee members, Edwards said. Supplies and
other funding came from many different places.
“We [had] access to senior class money that came
from freshman dinner dance,” Edwards said. “We also
got money from ticket sales and we had quite a few
donations. Prizes were also donated from businesses.”
Compared to past Senior Celebrations,
Edwards said this year was much different.
“It’s been downsized a lot and [there weren’t]
wall-to-wall decorations like there have been in
the past,” she said.
Each year has a different theme, and this year’s
“I’ll be There for You” fit well for the seniors, she said.
“Senior Celebration itself is to celebrate the end
of high school and moving on,” she said.


Summer
reading ...
|Kyle McMahon|

A

After a year’s worth of changes, the UAHS Summer Reading Committee, consisting of 11 students, four librarians and nine teachers, has unveiled its plans for this summer.
The documentation of the reading has
changed the most. According to a letter the
committee sent in May, students will no longer
be required to write journals; instead, they will
take quizzes and participate in activities based
on the books they read. The sum of these grades
will account for 10 percent of the students’ first
quarter grade.
Book selection has also changed. Instead
of one book required of all grade levels, each
class has been assigned a different book. Beyond this, each grade has a list of other titles
from which to choose, including both fiction

and nonfiction selections.

Required grade-level books:

in short supply

ty locating work in slowly-recovering economy
part of my way,” she said. “I’ll need some cash
stock so I won’t be taking out student loans.”
Chef-O-Nette manager Harlan Howard said he
employs many teenagers, but is currently not hiring, though some college students will be returning for the summer. Howard realizes and anticipates a teenager’s work experience and does not
expect the background of an adult.
“Most importantly, I look for a person with a
good, honest, positive attitude,” he said.
Don Kuhns, the manager of UA’s Graeters,
said the business conducted a training session
for summer employees in the spring and is also
not hiring. Like Howard, Kuhns said he mainly
wants employees to be able to comfortably interact with customers; the specific age of the
employee is insignificant.
În addition to the limited number of businesses
that accommodate students’ schedules, Morey
said few positions are available for teenagers.
“A lot of students want and need a job, but not
a lot of local places hire high-schoolers,” she said.
Before finding her job at Chef-O-Nette, junior
Katie Pendery said she had a difficult time finding
open positions. Money was not a significant con-
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cern, but her parents encouraged her to start
working so she could learn basic skills and
responsibility. As a waitress, Pendery averages about 10 hours a week, but she said
her schedule is not strict.
“Usually I can ask for time off without any
problems,” she said.
According to the USA Today web site, the
teen employment rate has dropped from 45
percent in 2000 to 37 percent in 2003. The
weak economy has forced teens to compete
with adults for low-paying jobs. To avoid the
competition, many students have opted to
pursue babysitting and various odd jobs.
Junior Rebecca von Fischer said she has
babysat for neighbors for about six years,
and this summer she is regularly taking care
of three families. The flexible hours and rewarding environment are more appealing to
von Fischer than working at a business.
“I’ve always liked being around kids more
than working a normal job,” she said. “I get
to plan my own schedule, and I can say when
I can’t take a job or when I don’t want to.
It’s less stressful that way.”
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Grade 9
When Zachary Beaver Came to Town Kimberly Willis Holt
Grade 10
Killer Angels - Michael Shaara
Grade 11
Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress Dai Sijie
Grade 12
Beyond the Sky and Earth Jamie Zeppa
AP American Studies
TBA
IB
East of Eden - John Steinbeck

Choice books (nonfiction and fiction):
Grades 9 & 10
The Hot Zone - Richard Peterson
Autobiography of a Face - Lucy Grealy
Harris and Me - Gary Paulsen
The Secret Life of Bees Kidd
Fiction TearsSueofMonk
a Tiger - Sharon Draper
The Golden Compass - Philip Pullman
Cry, the Beloved Coiuntry - Alan Paton
Grades 11 & 12
Nickel and Dimed - Barbara Ehrenreich
Be Not Proud - John Gunther
Non Death
It’s Not About the Bike Lance Armstrong
The Lovely Bones - Alice Sebold
Shade’s Children - Garth Nix
Fiction #1 Ladies’ Detective Agency Alexander McCall Smith
The Bluest Eye - Toni Morrison
Grades 9, 10, 11 & 12
Geeks - Jon Katz
Non Into the Wild - Jon Krakauer
Angels and Demons - Dan Brown
The River Why - David Duncan
Fiction Prodigal Summer - Barbara Kingsolver
The Chamber - John Grisham
The Martian Chronicles - Ray Bradbury

Non
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Ohio offers surprisingly interesting, inexpensive road trips for summer
|Allie D’Aurora|
Summer break, the two months students long for since the first day of
school. No teachers, no tests, no projects, no homework—what more
could a student ask for? While many summer vacations are filled with
trips to Florida, California or even Europe, the down time remains when
students find themselves searching for fun activities in Ohio. Let’s face
it, going to Swim and Racquet every day gets old after awhile, and hitting party after party lacks something as well. “But there is nothing to do in
UA,” many students whine; however, just a few hours away lie new,
exciting vacations packed with fun activities. Once students embrace
the diversity of new experiences, summer in Ohio can become a series
of day-long adventures.

S

Hocking Hills
Senior Ryan Dreifke and his friends discovered the joys of camping
in the Hocking Hills after becoming weary of their summer routine.
“[My friends and I] were bored of the normal ‘hangout plan’ on the
weekends and decided to try something new, something independent,”
Dreifke said.
The inexpensive costs and short travel time of approximately 90
minutes makes the adventure even more appealing, Dreifke said. Caveman Retreats, the campsite they used, costs $25 for tent space and $5
per person if a tent group exceeds four people.
Dreifke said he and his friends typically leave late in the afternoon
so they can set up their tents before sunset. Once the group arrives at
the campsite, they are busy setting up and eating, Dreifke said.
“We set up the tent, unpack our luxury chairs, get a fire crackin’ and
bust out the hot dogs, marshmallows and other various camp food,” he
said. “[We] just hang out and chat about stuff, then pack it in and hit
the sleeping bags.”
The following morning, Dreifke said he and his friends occasionally
investigate the surrounding area, but generally clean the site and leave.
“Sometimes we go exploring into the woods and try to find wild
animals, [but] we usually sleep in until about 10 or until it starts to
rain—we have been plagued every time we
go—[then we] pack up the tent,
clean up camp, then usually
head out and stop by Bob Evan’s
for a nice breakfast on the way
home,” he said.
The contrast of surroundings brings Dreifke back to
Caveman Retreats, he said.
“[Hocking Hills] is just a different experience and a different environment,” Dreifke said.
“[It doesn’t have] all of the distractions of the city.”
10

Old Man’s Cave
Hocking Hills is not only great for its camping, but for its hiking as
well. Sophomore Brooke Grimes first went to Old Man’s Cave, a spot in
Hocking Hills, with Indian Princesses in Kindergarten and has returned
every year since.
“[Old Man’s Cave] is a fun place to hike and walk around because
the wildlife grows more and more every year,” she said. “Each time I go
down there it’s like the first time I’ve been there.”
Grimes said she travels to Hocking Hills mostly with her family, but
on occasions goes with her friends. The only expense tied with driving
to Old Man’s Cave is gas costs, but since the two-hour drive is so short,
Grimes said she only stays one day and primarily hikes. The location
reminds Grimes of UA’s former sixth grade camp, which was located
less than five minutes away.
“It’s a lot like sixth grade camp at [camp] Oty’okwa,” Grimes
said. “There are a lot of big caves and steep hills and a lot of trees
and wildlife.”

Lake Erie
Hocking Hills, however, does not hold all of Ohio’s great attractions.
Lake Erie also offers exciting summer fun. Junior Tony Kabealo said his
family owns a cottage in northern Ohio at Lakeside on Lake Erie, where
he enjoys a variety of water sports and activities.
“I go fishing and swimming a lot when I’m at the cottage,” he said. “I
stay at the beach a lot, which is actually pretty nice.”
Due to the close proximity of other locations, such as Cedar
Point and Put-in-Bay, Kabealo said he makes frequent trips away
from his cottage.
“I go to Cedar Point usually as an all day thing,” Kabealo said.
“Cedar Point is fun because there is so much to do—the roller
coasters, the arcades and all the other rides. I like the rides,
which I obviously can’t experience everyday [in UA]. It’s just a
fun summer activity.”
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At the April 30 Environmental Fair, juniors Alex Howard and Ben McCombs model the
cleanup of nuclear waste. The fair was held to raise awareness regarding Earthconscious issues.

Put-in-Bay lies across the lake from Kabealo’s cottage. Kabealo has
the advantage of a boat; however, a ferry is also available. Cars are not
permitted on Put-in-Bay, Kabealo said, so golf carts become the main
source of transportation.
“No one can have cars on the bay, so when I go there I drive golf
carts around all day,” Kabealo said. “If I am there with my friends, we
usually just go around on the golf carts to explore different parts of
the bay.”
One of Kabealo’s favorite events on Put-in-Bay is Christmas in July,
which occurs July 20.
“It’s fun because there are a ton of Santa Clauses all around driving
in golf carts handing out presents,” he said.
People interested in traveling to Lake Erie who do not own a lake
house can use one of the hotels on the lake, Kabealo said.
“Breaker’s Hotel is a nice hotel and what makes it even better is that
it’s next to Cedar Point,” he said. “I have been there before just to hang
out, but I definitely think it is a nice place to stay if you just want to visit
the lake and you don’t own a house.”

Alum Creek
Some other fun trips to take, which are not quite as far, are to the
beautiful waters of Ohio. Sophomore Lauren Nichols said she first visited Alum Creek with a summer camp in middle school, but because of
the unique recreational activities offered at the lake she returns
often with her family.

Joe, good to see you.
Moo.
I’m thinking of an animal, what is it?
Horn-toed platypus.
Are you sure?
I’m pretty sure.
What do you have planned for the
last week of school?
Waking up at 10 or 10:30, coming to
school for organic chemistry, then
maybe a nap somewhere in there.
Interesting. Does the word
“learning” mean anything to you?
I don’t know, I never was too
good at wordin’.
Well then, where are you going to
college next year?
College. Hey I gotta go potty.
See ya, Joe ...

“The first time I
went to Alum Creek
was awhile ago,” she
said. “But whenever I
go we go kayaking or
jet skiing and it’s a lot
of fun, so I like going
back.”
The drive to Alum
Creek is only around 20
minutes, Nichols said,
so she and her family make day trips to the creek.
“It doesn’t take long to get there, so after we’re done kayaking, we
usually eat a picnic lunch that we’ve packed,” she said. “Then sometimes we’ll walk on the beach, which is actually pretty rocky, but nice.”
Next time a summer day stretches out and it seems there is nothing to
do, excuses are no longer acceptable. Ohio offers appealing road trips that
are quick, easy and inexpensive. So get off that couch and explore Ohio. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Hocking Hills and Old Man’s Cave
www.hockinghills.com
Lake Erie
www.great-lakes.net
Alum Creek
www.dnr.state.oh.us/parks/alum.htm
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High school:

the definitions of a senior class

T

The UAHS experience is a mixture of personalities and
preferences. Some choose art, some choose sports and
some choose ... to not choose. However, the varied
activities of every student shape his or her perception
of high school. In this final focus, 20 seniors share their
individual high school experience, detailing their
involvement with religion, relationships, sports and
bathroom windows.
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High school ... it’s one of those things that’s impossible to define. There is no
definition I can give for high school, there is only a feeling in the pit of my
stomach when I say those two words. The only thing more memorable than
the feeling of the first day of senior year is the first day of freshman year. I
remember walking those halls every day for a
week before the first day of classes ... yes, a
week. [Senior] Bethany Campbell and I followed our schedules finding every one of our
classes, to avoid the shame of using a map.
By the first day of school, I was so confident I didn’t
even carry my schedule. First period came, I was already in my seat when other students started to pour
in. I saw Seth Herbst, Hannah Ma, Paul Hoffman and
other valedictorian-hopefuls walk into the room. I
looked around—this could not be my math class. Then
I realized I was in my second period class. I laughed,
trying to look unaffected by my faux pas and walked
out the door. I had to run down the hall to make it to
my first period class before the bell rang. Luckily, I
made it on time to my first high school class: Global
History with Dr. [Elaine] Lehman.
Sophomore year, ah yes, an awkward year. Not a
frosh, but not an upperclassman. The most memorable
thing about sophomore year was waking up at the crack
of dawn to get a parking spot. I gladly got up at 6:15 to
be at school by 7:15 because I felt so privileged just to be
able to drive. Now as I arrive at school at about 8:04
every day (and I don’t have a parking spot), I laugh at the thought of waking up
so early just to avoid walking a few extra feet (or a few extra blocks).
Junior year was less awkward than sophomore year, but still awkward.
At this point you’re an upperclassman, but you just want to be a senior.
Junior year was the first time I started becoming friends with the seniors. It
was really sad, because I just kept thinking, “I wish there wasn’t such a class
divide in this school. I wish I had met these people earlier.” It seemed like

before junior year the classes didn’t really get to know each other. Then by
junior year, the two upper classes started to mesh.
So, senior year, what is it all about? Senior year is about going swimming on a Monday night at 11 p.m. when you have a lit. report and an essay
due the next day (that you haven’t started);
it’s about skipping class and playing frisbee in
the park instead; it’s talking about SMC’s
around froshies who have no idea what you’re
talking about; most importantly it’s seeing one
another and realizing how much we have all been
through together. We have all gone from being awkward freshmen to older, but still awkward, seniors
together. Whether we all love or hate each other,
we have seen each other five days a week for the
past four years; personally, that’s something I’m going to miss. We have all shared the pain of exams,
with the only comfort being the sight of Caribou
packed until closing with classmates cramming for
the tests that seemed so far away just the week before. We braved “freshman freeway” together before
we had our licenses and shared the joy of driving it
once we turned 16. We are the last class to have
been UAHS students when UA took the football
championship in 2000, and we had the privilege of
being the froshies to the “Super Class.”
High school is not something definable, it cannot be explained; there are only stories to tell, songs
to sing and pictures to show. Maybe this is why when parents ask us how our
day was, we just shrug, because really what is there to say? How can you
explain the joy of Music in the Halls, or the disappointment of getting a
bust-a-gram? To my fellow seniors, good luck in everything you do. Here’s
some last advice from Gloria Steinem: “So whatever you want to do, just do
it. Don’t worry about making a damn fool of yourself. Making a damn fool of
yourself is absolutely essential, and you will have a great time doing it.”

Jill Huddleston
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As a writer, I tend to be long-winded. But that’s just because of the endless
essays I was told to write over the past four years by English teachers who made
me include plenty of details to support my thesis statements. Today, however, I
will refrain from composing a long, boring essay and stick to the basics.
The definitive word for my experiences at UAHS would have to be ...
drum roll, please ... freedom. I know, I know, you’re sitting there saying, what?
Even in the middle of hall passes, detentions, endless homework assignments
and reading checks, I found life at UAHS to be surprisingly free.
For four years, I got the opportunity to study tons of interesting subjects in
my classes. History of ancient civilizations, the structure of the United States
government, physiology and anatomy of the human body and the art of probability in mathematics. And even though I may not use much of the information I learned while in my high school classes, I enjoyed my time here. I chose
to take three levels of photography, mainly because I was free to explore whatever I wanted. The curriculum gave me the opportunity and the flexibility to
sign up for honors courses to challenge myself.
As well as the academic freedom, UAHS also offered me the opportunity to expand my horizons outside of the classroom. I cannot tell you
how many hours I spent after school with the wonderful friends I
made. The cliques from middle school disappeared once I came to the
high school, and I have been given the chance to open up to other people
and make friends. I took advantage of the multiple extracurricular events
that the high school offered, and I even started a club of my own [the
Reader’s Advisory Panel]!
I know, this has been the geek’s point of view of the past four years of a
teenager’s life, but the reality is: high school is fun. It really isn’t the drama
scene they show in the movies. High school for me has been a time in my life
where I have come into my own and now have the tools to create my own
life. I have the wonderful teachers, administrators, and my friends to thank
for that. So thank you. Good luck to the underclassmen, and guys, don’t
stress out like I did over homework. Get it done and move on! And speaking of moving on ... here I go ....

Matt Saalfeld

I

I often find it hard to recapture my thoughts from a long time ago. Maybe I’ve repressed my memories
of being an underclassman; all that I remember of high school very well are the last two years. That’s
not such a bad thing, though; I’m glad that I’m no longer the person I was two or three years ago. I
was less mature and obviously not as intelligent or knowledgable about the world in general as I am
now. Also, I was severely out of shape. I hope that in a few more years I won’t be the person I am
now. Another way of saying this is that I tend to live in the present and forget the past; thus, my
high school experience has consisted of furiously studying for the BC Calculus AP test and
scrambling to complete my senior thesis on time. I remember some of what happened when I was
a freshman or a sophomore or a junior, but very little of it feels relevant now.
I’ve managed to retain most of the knowledge that’s been imparted to me throughout high
school, but as some people loudly point out in subjects they dislike, I’m not sure how much of it I’ll
be using in 10 or 20 years. I have picked up a number of extremely worthwhile lessons mostly by
accident. One of the most important things I’ve learned is that having several hobbies and good
friends is vital to maintaining your sanity. It’s also important not to make too
many assumptions or take things for granted. The best lesson I’ve learned,
though, has become my motto: it can always get worse. No matter how bad
you think things have become, something else could go wrong and the situation
would become worse. That can be viewed pessimistically or optimistically, and
although I don’t usually adopt this viewpoint, I choose to view it optimistically.
Remember: things aren’t ever at their worst, so cheer up and continue
on with life!

14
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Ben Kuhar

My high school experience has been challenging, yet rewarding. I moved into the school
district before high school, so I came in as a freshman without knowing anyone. The first
few months were a little tough, but my classmates made the adjustment easier. I also immersed myself in athletic and extracurricular activities that helped me meet other students. By the time freshman year was winding down, I already knew half of the students in
my grade. I won’t bore you with my sophomore and junior years because nothing truly
remarkable took place during that time period.
And now to the fun part: senior year. Ah yes, senior year; the best element high
school can offer. I finished my senior thesis in December and consequently thought I
would be able to slack off academically for the
remainder of the year. Was I in for a surprise!
Between studying for AP exams and completing
the college search and applications, I found myself busier than ever. Couple that with all the
other activities I was involved with, and I had
no free time between winter and spring break.
But don’t get me wrong, I am grateful that UAHS
gave me so many opportunities to experience and
excel at things I never would have been able to
at my old school. The key to success at the high
school is to surround yourself with people you like
to hang out with, get involved in activities that
you like to do and have fun while you can because
these years will be over before you know it!

Eric Hartfelder

F

From my four years at high school, there is one thing I’ve learned—I don’t feel any older than I did
when I first walked in the doors. I felt lost in a sea of seniors, all of whom were covered in facial hair
and could drive and vote. Now, sitting here ready for graduation, I don’t feel any older. It feels like
each year they keep letting younger kids into this school. I don’t remember feeling as young as the
current freshman look, nor do I feel as old as the seniors looked when I was a baby freshman.
Senior year has been everything I thought it was going to be and then some. Although I
would like to think I never caught “senioritis,” I understand how senior year can turn into
one constant weekend. At the beginning of the year, the threat of colleges wanting seventh
semester grades was enough motivation to keep working hard and paying attention in class.
Second semester, however, is a different story. Homework all but disappears, and even when
it does show up, motivation and penalty are virtually gone.
High school sports have been a defining experience for me. Many of my most valuable lessons
have been learned on the athletic field. During my sophomore year, I tore my ACL playing
football the first week of practice. Tearing my ACL forced me to give up catching in baseball and
move to first base as well as pitch. This was a tough move because baseball has always been a part
of my life, ever since the third grade. Although sports at times can be overbearing and make
school work harder to complete, I wouldn’t want to go through high school without being an
athlete. Sports have taught me how to deal with adversity, as well as having fun in the process.
Next fall we seniors will be spread out all across the nation at our respective colleges and
universities, but we will all share a common experience: the great times here at UAHS.
june 4, 2004
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I get pleasure out of the simple things inlife. The moments
that make you giggle or break your heart and the fun times
you have with your friends. I believe that is what life is all
about. It is the little things that make me smile.
During high school I felt like I was always busy. I was a
basketball cheerleader, played volleyball for two years, danced,
played IBA, did community service and, of course, academics.
Dance is a big part of my life. I have been dancing since I was 3
years old at Marjorie Jones School of Ballet. I take classes four
or five times a week. I love dancing, but it made it hard for me
to do the other things I enjoyed. While my friends were together on the weeknights hanging out, I was either at practice
or at the dance studio. The days that I had off I didn’t want to
go out because I wanted to relax. Some days I barely had time
to breathe. I would have cheerleading from 3:30-5:30, rush
home, change and eat and then go to dance from 7:00-9:15,
then rush over to the high school to play an IBA game for half
an hour. I didn’t want to quit anything because I didn’t want to
miss out on something I enjoyed.
It was especially hard this year cheering during basketball
season. The boys were in their first playoff game at the same
time I was supposed to be performing in a dance competition.
I had to choose between two activities that I really loved to do.
I ended up going to the basketball game and missing my first
number. UA lost, and it was the end of my cheerleading season and career. I was so upset all I wanted to do was sit there
and cry, but I couldn’t. I had to put on a fake smile and perform my second competition piece that afternoon.
During my high school days there have been many things
that I wish I didn’t do or say, things that I regret not doing
and moments that I’m glad I was a part of. I tried to make
the most of it the four years here, and I had the best time
doing so. Whether it was hanging out during school, going
to or being part of a sporting event, the school dances or
the weekends, I loved every moment of it. My friends were
a big part of the fun times as well. If it wasn’t for my friends,
high school just wouldn’t be the same. Now that I’m graduating, I’m starting to become nostalgic, but I’m ready for
the future in college and whatever challenges it brings.
15
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Before I ramble on too much, let’s set some ground rules:
1. Stay on topic.
2. Not too much bitterness.
3. No schmaltz.
Hopefully we’ll both stick to that. You and I, that is.
When asked to write this, a summary of my high school experience, in
about 500 words, I thought to myself: this is going to be such a pain. 500 words
is nothing. But then I found myself stuck; I had no idea how to even start such
an article. So I got to thinking about the full UAHS experience, and I realized
that there was one constant throughout all four years: the girls’ restroom.
Green tile and stainless steel: these were drab-ly industrial. But in every
one, high up, towards the ceiling, there is a window. And through that
window one can see blue sky, puffy clouds and gleefully swaying tree branches.
And whenever I was in the girls’ restroom, I would see that window and
think to myself, “My God, I have to get out of here.”
I suppose that doesn’t sum up the entirety of my experience at UA. That
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“Ayubowan! Ada api Samaja Addynaya
eganagannawa.” Confused! This is exactly how
I felt on my first day of school at UAHS. I came
to America from Sri Lanka during my
sophomore year knowing very little basic English.
In Sri Lanka, whenever there is a new student,
every one of my classmates would try his or her
hardest to make that person feel more secure
and comfortable. Just talking to the new student
was helpful. My first day here, it seemed as
though no one knew that I was new. I was
surprised to find that most of the people in my
classes were too busy to notice me. So much for
the great expectations. I knew at that point I
was going to have to do the talking. I knew then
that I had a lot of work to do in my ability to
communicate with other students in English.
Suddenly there was someone who asked me if I
was new. What a relief that was, because it made
me feel more at ease in my new surroundings.
Over the past three years while attending
UAHS, I have found that my sophomore year was my hardest year. It was my
first year here, in a brand new environment, different school system, with
new faces (everyone looked the same) and a new language.
I practically had to start over. In Sri Lanka, I used to go to an all-girls school
where I had to wear a uniform and everyone at school knew each other. I
participated in sports as a cheerleader and played netball. In addition to getting
good grades, I had enough time to become active with various clubs, sang in a
choir, performed in school plays and continued to dance Kandian style.
After moving to America, I felt like my life was a little boring. This was
mostly because I had to spend most of the time learning English and completing
homework assignments. Thanks to my counselor, Mrs. [Mary Anne] Nyeste,
I was able to join choir, which helped me from feeling homesick and thinking
about what I was missing back home. Through my history teacher’s suggestion,
I joined the ESL program where I met a lot of foreign students who were
experiencing the same feelings I was about being a new student.
My second year of school as a junior passed by quickly. I took regular
English classes and my English level improved. I felt more like I was a part of
the main student body, which made me feel more socially secure. By that
time I had started to get to know more people, and I was able to have a sense
about all the good things about America that I could take advantage of.
Going to New York City on the choir tour is something that I will
never forget. I had been to NYC before, but going with the school and
performing at different places was the best part. It was an exciting experience
to see the Statue of Liberty. It was at that time that I could actually say,
“Upper Arlington High School is MY school and I belong to that school.”
Finally, my senior year I was able to participate in other extracurricular
activities. I was in two choirs, a school play and I was doing my senior thesis and
senior service while keeping up with my academic requirements. I felt like I was
part of the school and I started to miss Sri Lanka less. Taking some classes at
OSU as a senior has helped me realize what a great school UAHS is and was for
me to be a part of while adjusting to my new life in America. This school has
taught me how to use all my skills to become independent and to use my confidence
in making decisions about my life and my schoolwork. I feel very fortunate to
have had the opportunity to help myself grow as a young adult in this world
today. I am grateful to all of my teachers for their time and effort. Thank you
UAHS for all the challenging moments that will be cherished memories forever!

Matt Kohr

Taniya Jayadeva

Don’t be a ROBOT!
Hey! You! Are you paying attention? Well you better be because this is
some info which I needed more than
once over the past four years, but there
wasn’t really anyone there to yell it.
Find something you enjoy doing.
Once you’ve found it, make the time
and pursue it.
You are going to have to take a lot
of classes in high school that you don’t
like. That’s the rule, and there’s no use
trying to fight it. The trick to achieving
more than simply survival is finding something that
honestly makes you happy.
Never take a class that has a weighted grade in
order to enhance your GPA. Every time you do
that, you sell a part of yourself to the streamlined
education system swirling around you, and you lose
the only thing which defines you as a developing human being: the ability to make your own decisions.
The only way to find what you are interested in is
by joining clubs without the thought of adding meat
to your resume—taking electives in subjects that
sound interesting, even if they give you more than
your required credit hour of art or language. If you’re
bored, odds are you haven’t scheduled any fun classes.
Work in general feels a lot less like work when you enjoy what you’re doing,
so why exclude school from that concept? School, believe it or not, can be
entertaining if you take chances and try new things.
It’s the things I do in my spare time which make my day feel worthwhile now—
like giving up sleep to work on my
personal art project after I finish
my other homework instead of
simply going to bed. That’s the
kind of stuff that really matters.
Doing what everyone else
does, or what the scheduling
handbook suggests, is easy. Doing
your own thing and having faith
that it will pay off in the end is a
hell of a lot harder, but I can tell
you from experience: it’s worth it.
Don’t be a ROBOT!
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When I think all the way back to
ninth grade, it seems like it could
have been just last week. The past
four years of my life have flown by
in a blur. Of course there were
countless tests, papers, projects and
homework assignments, but thinking back upon the last four years,
the one thing that stands out above
everything else is the friends that
I’ve made and the times we’ve had
together. For many, high school is a
transitional time. For me, high
school has been a whirlwind of activities that somehow led me to become the person I am now, a different person than the trembling freshman who first walked through the school doors four years ago.
Coming for the first day in ninth grade, I was so nervous and
confused. The school seemed overwhelmingly large, but I was
soon able to find my way around with ease and began to realize
that it was not as big or intimidating as it had seemed. I soon
realized that at the high school, students are allowed many more
privileges than students in middle school. Being able to chew
gum in class was a big deal, and I took advantages of the new
relaxed policy as often as I could. Also, having open lunch and
being able to go anywhere was another freedom that I learned to
love. My Jones friends and I quickly made friends with some
people who had gone to Hastings, and we walked to lunch every
day. Now, when walking out to someone’s car in the parking lot
seems like a hike, we’re able to laugh about those days when we
decided it would be a good idea to walk to Lane Avenue in the
blistering cold for lunch ... everyday.
These are the things I will remember most about high
school—not the countless hours I spent trying to complete each
homework assignment perfectly or what grades are on my transcript, but the times I shared with my friends and the amazing
relationships I have made. Many of the people I walked to lunch
with as a freshman became my best friends—the people who
I’ve laughed with, cried with and grown with. Obviously, the
primary purpose of high school is to provide students with an
education, but when we look back on high school, the things
everyone will remember are the relationships they created.

Laura
Vaughn

Jillian
Greenriver

W

What to say, what to say. Although I find that at first
I’m at a loss for words, I can say that high school has
been an experience, to say the least. As to what kind
of experience, I’m not sure.
Above all, the people I’ve met while at UAHS
are not like any other. I wasn’t well liked in middle
school and I didn’t know what to expect when I
became a frosh, but what I got was great. I’ve met some great people here; people who are now my
best friends. I found people I was able to identify with, who taught me how to be more assertive, to
bring out my true self and to not be afraid of what others thought of me. Whether those people
know what they did for me or not, they did and I owe them all a big thanks. They will never
truly know how much I’m grateful to them for being there for me and being my friend.
The few teachers who really taught me anything I consider of value were a definite
positive. Those few are Miss [Kim] Brown, Miss [Karen] Franklin, Mr. [Sean] Martin, Mr.
[Chris] Swartz, Dr. [Elaine] Lehman and of course, Mr. [Stephen] Edwards, my ever-sensitive
government teacher. To say what each of these teachers taught me would take way too long,
but they know how awesome they are so I don’t need to say anything. Those teachers taught
me lessons that I will take with me as I leave UA and begin my life anew. Thanks to you all.
Since sophomore year, theatre has been a large part of my life. I have been in the tech crew for
six shows here at UA, not including this year’s Skitfest. It’s a fun thing for me to do, and it’s exposed
me to some good theatre, for UA has definite acting talent in its midst.
The negatives of high school are pretty much the people and teachers who weren’t in the
positive category. When I first came here, I was surprised to find that seniors and juniors weren’t
nearly as smart and cool as I thought they would be, and now that I myself am in that category, I find
a lot of them seem to be, if I may be so bold, not only idiots (like me), but also jerks (not like me).
As for teachers, well, the ones I mentioned before were a minority, and most of the teachers I
encountered were not people I fancied. I definitely won’t mention names here, because I don’t want
any of my former teachers withdrawing their passing grades from me.
UA, in my opinion, has too many sports programs. I think we need to concentrate on the visual
arts and music more, and cut down on the sports. I could probably complain more, but I’m about to
graduate soon. I’m too happy to complain anymore.
For better or for worse, high school wouldn’t have been what it was without the people who
were a part of it (I’m thinking for better, but who knows?). Overall, high school has been interesting
and thoughtful for me, and I’m already looking forward to my 10-year reunion. I’m glad my time at
UA is over, but I’ll never forget it.
(P.S. Oh yeah, here’s another negative: that huge stuffed bear in the auditorium lobby. It has to go.)

sort of flight-response episode happened mostly during junior year (APAS—you understand).
So with the portion of 500 words that I have not yet squandered remaining, I am left to
wonder: what am I doing writing this?
Looking back at previous senior Arlingtonian issues, I noticed that generally a wide variety of
groups was represented. I wondered: what demographic am I supposed to be representing? When
I polled people, the most common response was “nerds.” I took some AP classes (only the ones I
liked) and did some extracurricular activities (of the arts variety—no science fair for me). I’m not
sure that qualifies me as a nerd spokeswoman, but I appreciate the sentiment.
I can’t classify myself as not having a group, because that’s also a group of people. So let’s
ignore the high school caste system, and I’ll try to be brief.
I don’t think I will miss high school in the sense that I would wish to repeat it; I’ve learned what
I could from it. I will miss friends and teachers, but I don’t consider them part of the UA landscape.
There is also a sense of knowingness that I will miss—for good or ill, I generally know what to
expect from UA. I’ve learned that I don’t know much about anything else.
I’ve blathered on enough. Parting words, then: take from UA everything that you can, but don’t
get too attached. Oh, hell. There goes Rule Three.
june 4, 2004
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Some say high school is the best four years of your law you must be in school, so
life and the time to find yourself. However this is not why not get the most out of it?
completely true. It will be the longest four years of No one ever looked back on
your life, and chances are before you do any finding, their life and said, “Man, I wish I
you’ll get a little lost. There are a hundred voices all hadn’t worked so hard.”
around you telling you what to do, and at some point
Cross country and track have
you have to silence them and listen to your own voice. taught me a lot about working.
People will tell you to try to find your niche, to Running has affirmed what I’ve
find where you fit in, but I beg to differ. Avoid always been taught—hard work
cramming yourself into a stereotype for the sake and persistence are 10 percent
of finding acceptance. You’ll build yourself a trap of success, and 90 percent is your
you’ll never get out of. Constantly expand your- attitude. You hear this said alself, go out of your comfort zone and take social most weekly, but it doesn’t ring
risks. If you don’t, you’ll miss out on the best part quite as true as when you’re hitof high school. So rather than finding a niche, ting the two-mile mark in a 5K. Cross country and
work on exploring life.
track have also shown me that you don’t know what
High school will change you if you let it. People you’re capable of until you are challenged. When I
will influence you if
began cross country as a freshyou allow them to.
man, let’s just say the wrestling
Although high school may or
Decide now what
team could have lapped me.
your standard of
Every day for three months I
may not be the best four years
right is and never
wanted to quit; the workouts
of your life, they will undoubt- were grueling, and I was just so
waiver. Know that
peer pressure is real,
edly be the most change filled. slow. Much to my surprise 100
but it is not inflexmile repeats and 50 long runs
ible; you’ll find
later, I found I could run well.
people will respect you for standing up to them.
Although high school may or may not be the best
If I could go back I would savor every moment of four years of your life, they will undoubtedly be the
high school, from relishing the interesting times, tack- most change filled. Enjoy change but don’t change to
ling the hard ones and relaxing in the boring ones. By fit society’s niche for you.

“

”

Paul Hoffman

L

Life is short, so stay awake for it. Without lamenting how quickly it
all passed, or getting into “carpe diem,” I would simply advise you to
stay awake for high school. The best way to do
this: Caribou Coffee.
Caribou Coffee is everything I need whenever
I need it. With multiple locations, all my hopes
are fulfilled. Whether it’s the vibrant atmosphere
of the Zollinger branch, the nice patio outside the
Lane Avenue store or the spacious seclusion of
Grandview, I have not gone a weekend without
Caribou in two years. Caribou workers have
become my good friends, and, on one night during
spring break, a great source of philosophical
inspiration for my senior thesis. Whether it is my
usual white mocha, a simple cup of coffee (black)
or a cooler on a warm day, every drink awakes the
stuff that makes high school great.
Staying awake is more than mental alertness
and the quick shiver I get with my first sip, it is
the things you do with your newfound energy. I
have spent full days at Caribou with a good book,
my MP3 player or a new magazine. For a stretch
this winter I spent every Sunday from about noon
to 3 p.m. at the window table (always the chairs with the arms and
leather seats) reading the latest New York Times Magazine or Sports
Illustrated. Caribou is certainly a place to learn and work away from the
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distractions of home and in surroundings that make even the blandest of
textbooks inspiring—not to mention the wonderful poetry readings there
during sophomore and junior years. Before every
honors chemistry notebook check, graded
problem set or history test, Caribou is the willing
and wonderful host of frantic study groups. As
senior year has progressed and I have gotten into
college, I have spent a couple nights with a hot
refreshment watching [junior] Emerson Barth
scribble chemistry equations in his lab book.
Emerson is but an example of the other
wonderful part of Caribou: it’s a simple place
where the best entertainment is the company
of friends. It’s touching I know. I have taken
multiple dates to Caribou, been dumped there
and have had countless memorable
conversations and inspirations in its rustic
decor. The beginnings of this article are
actually on a Caribou napkin. My friends and
I were spending the night outside Lane
Avenue celebrating my recently completed
senior thesis and discussing the pressing issues
of how to maximize presents at graduation
parties when the importance of Caribou hit us all.
High school is the time to know your friends better, learn a little bit
and have fun. You just need to stay awake for it.

arlingtonian
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Over the past four years, I’ve kind
of been all over the place. I moved
to UA in seventh grade, but during middle school I went to Veritas
Academy, a small christian school
in Worthington. I kept going to
Veritas in the ninth and tenth
grades, but took one class at UA,
which made me eligible to play
on the soccer team. During my
junior year I ended up taking a few
classes at Ohio State University
and, deciding against going to
three schools at once, stopped
going to Veritas. But instead of just staying at one school for awhile, I took
the second semester of my junior year off to go to Brazil. I know that sounds
kind of random, but there was a reason.
When my dad was 6 years old, his family lived in Brazil as missionaries
for a year and a half. The summer before my junior year, some of the missionaries from Brazil who had worked with my grandparents were in Columbus. I had a chance to spend some time with them and they invited me
to stay with them for a few months. After weighing the options, taking off
a semester of high school ended up being the best way to fit in a trip to
Brazil. I had just enough credits to graduate on time and was able to spend
three months in Santarem, a city on the Amazon River.
Of course going to Brazil was one of the most memorable and defining
experiences of high school for me. I did a lot of different things there, but
some that stand out are taking water filters to small river communities on
the Amazon, tutoring two home-schooled American students in chemistry, and playing soccer with a local Brazilian team for a month. I got back
from Brazil right before the end of my junior year.
So finally, senior year, I’m at Upper Arlington full time (though still taking one class—Music Theory—at Ohio State). Besides going to Brazil, my
high school experience has been defined by being at several different schools,
meeting lots of different kinds of people, playing soccer, and learning how to
apply myself—whether it be to academics, athletics, or other things I’m interested in. My only regret is that I don’t know more of my classmates at
Upper Arlington. My advice for everyone who plans to graduate from UA in
the future is a reminder that high school flies by, so make the most of it.

Jimmy
Haring

David Straka

A

W
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While I haven’t always been certain of
my life-direction as a high school student, I am sure now that my many mistakes served me favorably as gifts in experience, while inaction screwed me
most of the time. Whether it come in
the form of waiting for the period bell
to ring, waiting for the perfect girlfriend
of boyfriend, or waiting for graduation,
too many students fixate themselves on
awaiting the future in some
form. Although I consider myself one
not for pessimism, an 18-year-old who
lives to 80 has already lived a scary 23
percent of his or her life. Ask yourself
what you want from today, tomorrow,
or five years from now, then make a
list, draw a picture, or write a song to
help you remember to realize it however you can.
With as much opportunity as our
school system provides its students, I
cannot understate the importance of
self-engagement in anything that drives
you. Some well-intentioned students
attempt to grasp their high school years
almost exclusively through rigorous academics, but Charles Schwab, one of the
most successful businessmen in American history, once said, “Personality is to
a man what perfume is to a flower.”
Academi-holics take the wrong direction in high school, because despite
the exhausting emphasis superiors place
on education, student’s high school experience should shape them as thoroughly in their social experiences as in
their academic ones. A $300,000 salary can never buy such high school experiences as having a teenage relationship or roaming a beautiful summer night looking for trouble with friends. I
advise future students to search for social, academic and athletic balance so
they might prepare themselves for any experience life plans to throw their way.
Lastly, do not vote for Hillary Rodham Clinton. Ever. Oh, and take your
vitamins, listen to Led Zeppelin and avoid sharp objects.
Cheers.

Hardy

As freshmen, all of us enter
the high school without any
clue of what to expect, but
what’s great about high school is just that: we all start out with a level playing field. No one is failing math and nobody
has too many points to go out to lunch—we all have equal possibilities. And especially in UA, the possibilities are all
over the place. I know it’s cheesy, but as individuals we’re limited only by our own preconceptions of who we are.
But if there is one thing to expect, it is that during high school everything changes, whether it’s who your
group of friends are, how puberty reshapes your body or what you aspire to become down the road.
Within the first year of high school we modify our interests and figure out what we actually like to do instead
of what our parents tell us. As a result, the things we’re obsessed with we spend our time doing. For me, I
discovered that I love math class no matter what anyone says, and I enjoy playing football and lacrosse. But
looking back, I sometimes wish I would have sampled other activities and stepped out of my comfort zone.
Until this year, I limited myself to my own clique of friends and interests, something I now regret. Now that I
have finally extended myself into other areas and met new people, I have had the best year of high school.
Any measly piece of advice I could offer to anyone would probably be cheesy and worthless. But if I
had to attempt to say something profound I guess it would be to diversify yourself, because you would be
very surprised to find out how much fun it makes high school.
june 4, 2004
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Joe Kelley
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The last few years have been the best of my life.
I’ve matured into the adult I’m going to be ...
who am I kidding? If anything, I’ve learned that
you need to have fun in life so that you don’t go
crazy, so that’s what I’m working on. I mean, sure,
more of my study and homework habits have improved, but I’m more of
an outgoing, funny guy than ever.
Freshman year, I worked my butt
off only to get overwhelmed. Starting
sophomore year, I decided I wanted
high school to be a time that I would
always remember, but more importantly, I wanted to make everyone else
remember me. So throughout the next three years,
I made my classes into a fun time. But the cool
thing is most of my teachers didn’t get angry one
bit. In fact, many of them encouraged much of
my behavior. We still learned what was needed
(not necessarily what was needed in life), but we
would have random topics thrown out on the
floor and get off topic for days on end.

Alyssa Adams

I

I wasn’t totally clueless. I
didn’t yet suffer from
“chronic tardiness”; I had
other issues. For one
thing, ninth period was
nowhere to be found on
my schedule. Thankfully,
I had Carrie, my older sister, holding my hand for
the first two years of high school. I was on my own as a junior, and then suddenly,
senior year arrived. Senior year has been more leisurely than finishing an English
paper at 4 a.m. the day it’s due ... which doesn’t say much. There was SAT, ACT,
health by correspondence, senior thesis and, of course, college searching. I’d stay
up all hours of the night settling important matters like reading college guides
and yelling at college mailings. Around the time of all this hubbub, it hit me:
“This is it ... ”In previous years, I was convinced that I hadn’t much time to
spend with friends or extracurriculars, but senior year, it was now or never.
Finally, I made more time for myself. I started Intramural Basketball, continued
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The biggest advice I have is for students to
take as many elective courses as they can. These
classes are nothing like the required courses. They
can help you figure out what you want to do in
life because they use your own creativity. Required
classes don’t let any of the teachers have fun, they are forced to
teach many things that 90 percent
of us won’t ever use again in our
lifetime. But elective courses are
very different; they use creativity
to fuel what is taught. These
classes are the ones you’ll always
remember for their fun times.
However, I will tell you that school is important. Your grades in high school will determine
what college you go to. You don’t want to blow
school off and then not even get into your firstchoice college. It’s important to find a common
ground for school and fun. But remember to schedule some fun into your life so that you won’t look
back on high school as the worst time of your life!

tutoring through Peer Collaboration and started Freshman Mentoring (Hi mentees!).
Every week there were youth groups like Student Venture and Life to the Extreme at
the Church at Mill Run. The biggest endeavor of my year was the winter musical.
Every year, I’d promised myself, “I’ll try out next year,” and I finally followed through.
Portraying my character delighted me, and the play allowed me to meet so many fun,
amazing people. I jumped right from that into helping emcee the talent show and
contracting a lovely rash of shingles (thought to be caused by stress—oops).
Surprisingly, the most important thing I did in high school was not an activity,
but a philosophical questioning. I
wanted answers to some pretty overwhelming questions. What is life’s purpose? Am I more than a chemical accident? What is true and what is moral?
High school was a great time to find
the answers and share them. Though it
is continuous, my search cemented my
faith, and I’ve spent the best times of my
senior year being able to serve unique,
complex, special people, like Jesus did for
me. Remembering how much I loved
having my older sister around, it was great
getting to know some younger students.
So maybe I went a little overboard
with all the stuff I did senior year … But
while the overload almost did me in, now
I have great experiences under my belt
and some pretty laughable photos. More
importantly, I have some pretty fun
friends and a foundation in God. Suggestions for future students: Avoid the
phrase “I’ll try next year,” concerning
school opportunities. Search for the truth
and a relationship with the creator God.
Try your hardest in everything, and lastly,
finish your English papers before 4 a.m.
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I spoke in class, yet remained shy. Inevitably, I met the
dreaded Hastings graduates, and soon I attended my
first high school dance. Meanwhile, I had been subjected
to the rigors of my first honors course and had begun my
“Yet all that I have learn’d.../By long experience, and in first mature reading of Shakespeare. I finished freshman
famous schooles,/ Is but to know my ignorance at last,/ year secure in the knowledge that I had never written
Who think themselves most wise are greatest fools.” so well, never been so engaged academically. My
Thus said William, Earl of Stirling in his Recreation sophomore year and junior years convinced me that
with the Muses, and, indeed, little has changed since academic engagement could be somewhat difficult.
1637 (the year he planned his wry lament): my
My first AP classes strained my intellectual
experience throughout high school has taught me that, capabilities and wrung from me more arduous labor than
after each year, greater knowledge, paradoxically, leads I had ever before imagined. (No one finds the transition
to a greater amount
to AP simple, and I cannot help but
to be learned. Yet
worry that too much pressure falls
perhaps Earl of And I must admit that never have upon underclassmen to take too
Stirling was overly
AP classes.) So I realized that
I written better, thought more many
pessimistic, and not
high school could be very
merely sagacious, in acutely, or felt more prepared to challenging, indeed. I
pronouncing the tackle the challenges of the future. found it nearly
sole benefit of “long
impossible
to
experience ... in
maintain an active
schooles” to be recognition of one’s own ignorance. My social life and a successful academic career;
high school experience—most certainly “long”—has experience, it seemed, was teaching me
been characterized by so many things: a voyage of that life could be stressful. But the
discovery, a time marked by strong friendship, a dense much-feared junior year taught me that
bevy of activities and classes that have proved exhausting it was indeed possible to enjoy oneself
and even debilitating. One might call these and to extend oneself academically. I
accouterments of high school experience a mere finally lost all traces of the introversion
compendium of all the standard clichés. Yet, high school that had characterized me throughout
has subjected me to focuses, both positive and middle school, and I entered my senior
negative, that I’d never encountered before.
year confident that I could meet all
My freshman year began as the most cloistered of challenges and conquer them.
the four I’ve spent at UAHS; my initial social interactions
Yet senior year has proven the most
were largely with acquaintances from middle school, difficult. I will never claim that I enjoyed
familiar friends with whom I could discuss familiar things. filling out the myriad college applications

Seth Herbst

Y

Lisa Peterson

“

G

”

Graduating? Not me, never. I still sleep with stuffed animals, sing along
with Disney movies and giggle uncontrollably. I still feel 7 years old. Whether
I like it or not, I’m on the verge of entering the real world. My days at
UAHS are numbered—it’s time kiss high school goodbye.
Well, high school, it was my time to be a kid. I did everything the typical student
is supposed to do: procrastinate, cram for tests and fret over choosing a college. I lived
on the wild side and took risks, which has transformed me into whom I am today.
I started as one of those confused, bug-eyed frosh who wandered the
high school halls lost the first two weeks of class. After overcoming the
initial fear of being stuffed into a locker by a senior and getting lost, I came
into my own and discovered how much fun high school could be.
For the underclassmen, look forward to senior year, especially second semester. It is everything people make it out to be. I was accepted into college
(Hope College) and suffered from a bad case of senioritis. I didn’t open my
backpack the last three weeks of school! Believe me, it was pure bliss. My
friends and I made regular Tuesday night visits to watch movies at the
dollar theatre. We were rebellious and had school night sleepovers, too!
Second semester was my time to live life the way it’s meant to be.
I probably should have cracked the books more often and studied harder,
but high school was my time to pursue passions. Music consumed my life. I
sang in three choirs, played in the orchestra and performed in the musicals.
Track and cross country became my favorite sports. Coach Dale Hartney’s
to blame; now I’m a running freak. I traveled to St. Petersburg, Russia twice
to teach students English and co-led the Talent Show with [senior] Kim
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that littered my dining room table, nor can anyone
declare that colleges’ decisions are fair or even
logical. I’ve been lucky; many people haven’t. From
my experience I’ve learned that one must always
be thankful. (I’m sorry for yet another cliché.) And
I must admit that never have I written better,
thought more acutely, or felt more prepared to
tackle the challenges of the future.
As I write of the past four years of my life, I’m struck
by the possibility that the good Earl of Stirling was,
indeed, partially correct: we who think ourselves “most
wise are greatest fools.” Yet there, perhaps, led by the
Earl himself, we come to his great error: “all that I have
learn’d” is not passively to accept ignorance; rather, I’ve
acquired the skills to set forth on an unending quest. So
to my fellow seniors, best of luck—our “long experience”
is almost over; may our next “long experience” begin.

Cochran. I had no problems keeping myself busy.
I met great people. “Hi. My name is Dale and I run.” Yes, I know the
great Dale Hartney. I’ll never forget when he yelled “Run faster, you commie”
at me during a race. What a funny man. [Senior] Alyssa Adams came into
my life; we laughed together until we couldn’t breathe and our stomachs
ached. I can one day say that I went to school with [senior] Seth Herbst.
That’s amazing. All my teachers and classmates will always be in my heart.
You always miss the little things when you leave. I’ll miss seeing
familiar faces in the hallways, music on Fridays, finding a parking spot,
senior study hall, Dale Hartney, prom and being with all my friends. It’s
hard for me to believe that in a month’s time I will have graduated and
be preparing to go out into the real world. Being a senior was always
something so distant. I never thought the time would pass so quickly.
Since I don’t want to bore you too much, here are my last thoughts.
Be a good student, but find a balance between work and relationships.
Spend time with that friend who you talk to every day in math class. Get
to know new people and be a little rebellious every once in awhile. Take
high school as an avenue of opportunities and never close a door. Most
importantly, let yourself grow. Stretch and apply yourself. Set no limits.
Who knows what you will accomplish?
High school is simply the beginning of life’s journeys. I am thankful
for the lessons I’ve learned and my experiences, but I know there is a
wide world waiting for me. Who knows what the future holds? I certainly don’t, but wish me luck! I know it’ll be great.
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Senior Destinations
Arlingtonian wishes seniors luck in future ventures
Arizona State
Whitney Backner
Ball State University
Kimberly Van Camp
Boston University
Alexander Copelan
Bowling Green State
University
Nicholas Brienza
Christopher
Chapman
Michelle Chapman
Dilan David
Erick Evans
Antoinette Fracasso
Jessica Ewart
William Greiner

of Art
Karl Anderson
Colgate University
Hadley Hatch
College of Charleston
Elizabeth Dangel
College of Mount St.
Joseph
Jennifer Hann
College of Wooster
Allison Hunter
Emily Long
Eryn McGowan
Columbia University
Lisa Chen

Brigham YoungIdaho
Erin Shannon

Columbus College of
Art & Design
Julianna Vieth

Brigham YoungProvo
Michelle Blanco

Columbus State
Community College
Staci Bowman
Matthew Feinberg
Eric Vojsak
Megan Wilson
Micah Bass

Brown University
John String
Yeye Zhang
Butler University
Sarah Morgan
Columbus College of
Art & Design
Callie Crosby
California Poly
Technical University
Skylar Olsen
Case Western
Reserve
Megan O’Connor
Cedarville
Leanne Crunelle
Central State
University
Ryan Hutton
Centre College
Lauren Marx
Cleveland Institute
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Cornell University
Jodie Anderson
Sung-Eun Lim
Davidson College
Evan Kreutzer
Kelsey Linville
Denison University
David Boylan
Kelsey Bruce
Kimberly Cochran
Geoffrey Gatts
Toral Patel
Maura Williott

Owen Merchant
Eastern Michigan
University
Meghan Liesenfeld
Elizabeth Paxson
Elon
Taylor Edwards
Embry Riddle
Alex Brown
Grant Flood
Fairfield University
Thomas McShane
Florida International
Brittany George

Indiana University of
PA
Anna Johnson
Indiana Wesleyan
University
Benjamin Wenger
Johns Hopkins
Amy Sheeran
Kalamazoo College
Jordanna Tomblin

Christopher Rechner
Sarah Reynolds
Grant Saunders
Mindy Schafer
Kevin Schill
Kevin Snell
Sean Sutphen
John Tench II
Lauren Terakedis
Sean Weaston
Ross Woessner
Margaret Wright
Cody Yarletts
Christen Zimmerman
Elisabeth Zummo
Nicholas Hamilton
Military Service
Christopher Kilgore
Adam Nation
Patrick Plahuta

Florida Southern
University
Mona Abdulshafi

Kent State University
Angela Manch
Lindsay Jack

Gallaudet University
Dustin Zeno

Kenyon College
Katherine Vaughan

Geneva College
Jason Radcliff

Lynchburg College
Jeremiah Schafer

Northeastern
University
Jessica KaufmannFink

Georgetown
University
Clayton Hall
Tasha Manoranjan

M.I.T.
Eric Conner
Paul Hoffman
Bin Ni

Northern Arizona
University
Jaclyn Wanner
Katherine Knisley

Georgia Institute of
Technology
Steven Kuehnle

Miami University
Patrick Badley
Andrew Boteler
Nathaniel Brown
Christopher Burton
Samuel Crepeau
Kevin Crim
Andrew DeRoberts
JT Erbaugh
Rebekah Farrar
David Fetters
Christina Ford
Halil Gencer
Claire Griebner
Raychel Hallarn
Lindsay Hoag
Emily Huneck
Lauren Joyce
Allison Kuehn
Lauren Meeth
Sara Miely
Grace Miller
Charles Minor
Jeffrey Pritchett

Northwestern
University
Julia Merryman

Gettysburg College
Brady Williams
Harding University
Amanda Royse
Harvard University
Seth Herbst
Hannah Ma

Depauw
Elizabeth Ackermann
Catherine Crossley

Hawaii Pacific
University
Elizabeth Hamwi

East Tennessee State
Michelle Devault

Hope College
Joannie Colner
Lisa Peterson
Emily Rose

Eastern Kentucky
University
William Flaherty

Indiana University
Morgan Allen
Brian Leisring
Jason Shough
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Muskingum
Adam Davis

Oberlin College
Courtney Epstein
Ohio Northern
University
Michael Holt
Michael Robida Jr.
Madeline Sunnucks
Ohio State University
Mohamad Alghothani
Timothy Arnold
Jonathan Avery
Brenden Bartelt
Aryn Bates
Paul Bertani
Bruce Bigham
Justin Birchard
Jennifer Borchert

Angie Brunsman
Charles Cho
Min Choi
Thomas Clark
Kathryn Conrad
Nadia Corona
Mary Curphey
Jorge Doig
Lorenzo Farina
Catharine Ferritto
Lucia Garabis
Rebecca Grimm
Chu-Mu Guo
Yuri Han
Ross Hardy
Taniya Jayadeva
Chieh-Wei Jiang
Kathryn Johnson
Nathan Johnson
Tomas Kasparaitis
Amanda Kass
Sarah Kennedy
Amanda Koons
David Kormanik
Kirk Langhorst
Jessica Lee
Jingwei Li
Jacob Liu
Sarah Lodge
Benjamin Lupton
Ryan Maisenbacher
Hannah March
Keri McClintic
Marissa McCormick
Michael McCoy
Peter Michailidis
Rajiv Nair
Jeffrey Nein
Kathryn O’Brien
Reena Patel
Alexander Pauli
Stephanie Phillips
Vivek Pradhan
Ellis Robinson
Sara Ross
Matthew Saalfeld
Peter Schell
Megan Shaw
Hala Sheta
Hyun Shim
Robert Snyder
Jared Speno
Sybil StadelmanWells
David Straka
Alan Su
Hsu-Hsiang Szeto
Joseph Taris II
Brittany Totman
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Ashlie Tseng
Carri Twigg
Kelly Tzemos
Matthew Voelker
Joseph Wan
Scott Wang
Benjamin Weisenberg
Benjamin Zenitsky
Ohio State-Marion
Sallie Miller
Ohio State-Newark
Joseph Karl

Pennsylvania State
Cassie Sprout
Purdue University
Matthew Groezinger
Katheryn Katona
Nicole Moorhead
Quinnipiac University
James Lentz
Reed College
Michael Turner

Ohio University
Lauren Barker
Alison Benadum
Julien Bichar
Katherine Bonarrigo
Daniel Buttress
Bethany Campbell
Thaddeus Davis
John Dodson
Laine Dupler
Mallory Ford
Samantha Hedges
Jillian Huddleston
Joseph Kelley
Katy Kelly
Jamie Kiefaber
Miles Lustnauer
Katelyn McGhee
Julianne Morrow
Morgan Mulgrew
Jessica Mullenix
Stephanie Mullenix
Daniel Ray
Nancy Roush
Celeste Savage
Elyse Schatz
Joel Schopis
Juliana Schultz
Stefanie Skaggs
Mary Soller
Ashley Staker
Tashira TierneyHouze
Elizabeth Ubbing
Elizabeth Volpe
Brady Waite
Christopher Wharton
Tobey White
Scott Winzenread

Rhodes College
Joe Doyle

Ohio Wesleyan
University
Kathleen Cooper
Hobart Munsell
Tyler Treece
Philip Hardymon

Syracuse University
Halley Conway
Meaghan Monfort

Otterbein
David Bahgat
Bradley Golowin
Katie Sweet
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Rochester Institute
of Technology
Michael Singleton
Rollins College
Kevin Schnacke
RPI Rennselaer
Michael Sampson
Saint Louis University
Julianne Irene
Savannah College of
Art & Design
Matthew Kohr
Jonathan Moore
Shawnee State
Benjamin Jopling
Thomas Kluz
Southern Methodist
University
Sarah Rives
Clare Rubel
Stanford University
Christina Cacioppo
Suffield Academy
Jillian Huffman
SUNY-Purchase
Jennifer Gerhart

U.S. Air Force
Academy
Benjamin Kuhar
U.S. Military
Academy
Kyle Crosby

U.S. Naval
Academy
Victor Strausbaugh

Heather Harper
Allison Hoffman
Sarah Kunz

Uiniversity of
Cincinnati
Jonathan Kinzelman

University of
Massachusetts
Allison Fontana

UNC-Chapel Hill
Allison Badea
Caroline Hoyle
University of
Akron
Margaret Tate

University of
Michigan
Anthony Chan
Laura Crepeau
Ryan Dreifke
David Sanese
Rebecca Shapiro
Zhe Tan
University of
Minnesota
Michael Maciejowski

University of
Arizona
Meaghan Foy
University of
California-San
Diego
Allison Schmitt
University of
CaliforniaBerkeley
Bridget Macchione

University of
Mississippi
Christopher Lisi
University of
Montana
Robert Gerhard
Brendan Murray
Bert Siville

University of
California-Santa
Barbara
Sophia Gosetto

University of
Nebraska-Omaha
Aaron Meyer

University of
Central Florida
Joy Shively

University of Notre
Dame
Eamonn Bahnson

University of
Cincinnati
Brian Blackburn
Peter Boyden
Ryan Candage
Brett Toothman

University of
Richmond
Michael Fisher
Jonathan Swanson

University of
Colorado-Boulder
Nicole Copeland
Bradley Oberlin
Elizabeth Sanders
Danielle Wilkinson
University of
Dayton
Stephanie Greene
Bradley Royalty
University of Idaho
Nicholas Smeenk
University of
Kentucky
Chelsea Bailey
Chelsea Bonta
Noah Burton

University of South
Carolina
Kelley Anderson
Amanda Iacovetta
University of
Tennessee
Laura Leggett
University of Toledo
Charles Hyatt II
University of
Virginia
William Kuykendall
University of
Wisconsin-Madison
Jessica Williams
Valparaiso
Caitlin Kaiser
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Vanderbilt
Sondra Dunn
Amanda Hoyt
Amy Leone
Laura Vaughn
Virginia Tech
Caroline Relyea
Wake Forest
University
Brian Switzer
Stephen Tanner
Washington &
Jefferson
Sarah Schofield
Webster University
Chelsea RitterSoronen
West Virginia
University
Nicholas Finissi
John Menhart
Wittenberg University
Eric Hartfelder
Jillian Hutson
Dawn Lockwood
Amy Myser
Elizabeth Rigrish
Andrew Shively
Dale Williams
Word of Life Bible
Institute
Alyssa Adams
Wright State
Kevin Cross
Carolann Lemyre
Other
Jane Baird
Sarah Biggard
Nicholais Bird-Conliff
Kelly Boggs
Shane Bonnette
Cara Calhoon
Natalie Carducci
Megan Clendenon
‘Zachary Comchoc
Mallory Covert
Bich Dao
Matthew Davis
Amanda Dean
Chelsea Dexter
Ian Donovan
Reign Dudley
Christopher Dupuis
Douglas Falter
Heather Fisher

Mallory Fisher
Christopher France
Rebecca Glass
Jonathan Greathouse
Jillian GreenRiver
John Griffen
Besart Habilaj
Andrew Haney
James Haring III
William Harper
Laura Hatcher
Erik Howard
Amanda Huffman
Peter Hughes
Scott Jackson
Hannah Jones
Christopher Karnes
Lonstantin Leibman
Earl MacBlane
Masahito Matsuda
Jonathan Moser
Emily Owen
Melissa Peppercorn
Brooke Petty
Andrew Poe
Erin Rayo
Emily Rieber
Tiffany Rode
Brandon Rogers
Rachel Ross
Syd Shaffer
Doug Shelly
William Sheppard
Tyler Shively
Sean Stafford
Joel Stands
Aisha Steger
Daniel Talagrand
Christina Testa
Matthew Vannata
Ian Vroman
Kristen Welch
Andrew Williams
John Williams
Tyler Wisinger
Joon Yi
Breanna Zack

compiled by|Ashley Anderson
and Stephanie Hummel|
special thanks|Julie Hartfelder|
graphics|Yeye Zhang|
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athletes

in

action
As the school year winds down, spring
sports finish tournaments, seasons

photo|Alex Dappen|

Above: As junior Sarah Troll hits a grounder
down the middle, senior Kelsey Bruce heads for
second at the April 14 Dublin Scioto game. The
final record of the year for the softball Bears
was 11-9.
Left: At the April 27 track meet, sophomore
Doug Curphey is caught in the various stages of
completing the pole vault. The boys track Bears
placed first.
Bottom Far Left: Senior Joe Doyle blocks the
ball from his Dublin Scioto opponent April 27.
The boys volleyball team lost 9-15.
Bottom Middle: At the May 14 Mt. Lebanon
game, junior Nathan Hall outruns his opponent
to catch the ball. The Bears won 11-3 making
their record 15-0.
Bottom Right: The April 26 Chillicothe game
started off well with junior Brady Todaro
pitching, but ended up getting rained out. Their
record was 19-11.
photo illustration|Alex Dappen|

photo|Bailey Capelle|
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up

Recruited UA athletes prepare for pressures of collegiate sports
|Chloe Tiberi|

it

stepping

T

The recruiting process differs from college to
college. Some universities allow current collegiate athletes to tour prospects around the campus, showing them the dorms and practice facilities. Other colleges throw “recruit parties,”
giving the recruits a chance to get to know the
campus and current players.
However, according to The Washington Post,
a recruiting party at the University of Colorado at Boulder got out of control and jeopardized the coaches and players involved.
UC football coach Gary Barnett allegedly
hired women and asked female athletes at the
university to attend a recruit party to sway the
recruits to attend the college. Alcohol and drugs
were also allegedly provided at these parties for
the underaged recruits, and at one recruiting
party in December 2001, a female athlete was
raped, according to The Washington Post.
This example is an extreme case of college
recruiting practices, but it raises the question
of fairness in athletic admissions. Most colleges
do not use such methods to persuade high
school athletes to play at the college level, UA
swimming and waterpolo coach Kevin
Chapman said.
Chapman said he believes inappropriate behavior at recruiting parties are a problem at colleges across the nation.
“I believe [this behavior] happens all over
the country to some degree. Kids want kids who
are staying with them to have fun, which could
result in illegal activities. If it is happening at
the high school level, then there’s no question
it’s happening on college campuses,” Chapman
said. “When you leave kids to make decisions,
you are not in control of the situation, but part
of the coach’s responsibility is to know things
going on under your leadership and to take responsibility.”
According to Larry Scheiderer, Denison
University’s athletic director, the recruiting process is designed to better acquaint students with
the university and to provide high school students with the information needed to make
their final decision.
Many UA athletes have made their final
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decisions and signed with colleges across the
country to participate in collegiate athletics. Of the hundreds of students who participated in sports at UA, a select few were
recruited or offered scholarships to play their
sport in college.
Senior Kim Cochran was recruited to play
women’s soccer next year as a freshman at
Denison University, a Division III school. Her
decision to play at Denison reflects other aspects of importance in her life, including her
love of playing competitive soccer.
“I decided to play Division III soccer in large
part because I don’t want soccer to be my entire life in college,” Cochran said.
Scheiderer said Denison, along with other
Division III colleges, does not give athletic
scholarships, unlike Division I and II schools,.
However, it actively recruits prospective talent
from high schools across the Midwest.
“Being a NCAA Division III institution,
Denison University is not permitted to give athletic scholarships,” Scheiderer said “Our student athletes can only receive the scholarships
that are available to any Denison student and
are awarded by our financial aid office.”
Cochran said Denison’s policy on athletic
scholarships did not affect her decision to attend the university. However, she had some difficulty initially deciding which college to attend. She considered other schools with more
rigorous soccer programs but chose Denison because of the flexible schedules.
“I visited a lot of Division I schools, and
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playing soccer at those schools is a full-time
job. They practice nearly every day, almost allyear round,” Cochran said. “Division III is perfect because it’s still very competitive, but at
the same time it allows you to enjoy your sport
but still have time for school and a social life.”
Despite this flexibility, Cochran said she is
still expecting Denison soccer to be challenging and will experience competitiveness differently than in high school.
“I expect practices to be more rigorous and
games will be more competitive at the college
level. The intensity of the game will pick up
because I’ll be playing with bigger and more
physical girls,” Cochran said. “I also expect that
the game in general will be taken more seriously because of the traveling, selective cuts and
time commitments.”
Senior Clayton Hall has signed to play lacrosse at Georgetown University next year. Hall
said he has played lacrosse for nearly his entire
high school career, successfully winning many
games and tournaments.
“I hope to play as a freshman and fill a meaningful role my second year,” Hall said. “It will
be extremely challenging, but one of the best
and most memorable times of my life.”
Senior Michele Devault who has signed to
play basketball for East Tennesee State University next year, also looks forward to collegiate athletics.
“I expect playing college basketball to be
very challenging, both mentally and physically
and to be an exciting and memorable time,”
she said.
Devault said she understands that she will
miss out on the overall college experience, but
believes the sacrifice will be worth it.
“I’m sure there will be times when I will be
missing out on social activities due to basketball,” Devault said. “But at the same time I will
gain many new experiences and get to travel
to places that I have never been before.” 
june 4, 2004
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Another golden year for the Bears

U

UAHS athletes have always been renowned across
Wins over Dublin Coffman and Hilliard Darby High
Ohio for excelling in athletics. Over the years, UA
Schools made the gymnastics season an exciting and
has received hundreds of state, district and OCC titles.
successful one, Kristen Cochran said.
The tradition continued this year as the Bears
“At state there were so many talented gymnasts
dominated the Ohio Capital Conference and left their
competing and I felt honored to be a part of it,” she
mark at state tournaments.
said. “I can only hope that next year
The football team, led by sewe qualify as a team.”
nior captains Chris Burton, Nick
The hockey team had a fantastic
Finissi, Mike Maciejowski and
seasonwithnumerouswins.SeniorsJon
Grant Saunders, had a successMoser, Alex Copelan, junior David
ful season. The Bears finished
Thompson and sophomore Matt
the season with a record of 6-4.
Loveland led the Bears this year. The
UA’s greatest accomplishments
team finished with a record of 20-8-4.
included placing second in the
Moser said he greatly enjoyed his
OCC and defeating Clayton
last season playing hockey for
Northmont, Chillicothe and
UAHS despite the upset at state.
Olentangy High Schools. Un“This season was one of the most
fortunately, the Bears missed atsuccessful seasons the UA hockey
tending the playoffs by just
team has ever had,” he said. “I am
tenths of a point.
proud and fortunate to have been a
Finissi said the season was a
part of the team.”
positive experience, though the
The girls basketball team also en|Brady Williams|
team did not fulfill its goal of
joyed a victorious season. Seniors
qualifying for playoffs.
Kathleen Cooper, CJ Ford, Kelsey Bruce, Elizabeth
“We had some very good times during the seaDangel, Michele Devault and Alison Fontana were
son,” Finissi said.
key elements of UA’s success. The team finished with
Senior captains Kim Cochran and Juliana Schultz
a record of 19-5, making it one of the most successful
led the gymnastics team this year. They won the OCC
seasons in its history.
and finished third in the district. Freshman Kristen
Dangel said that the highlight of the season for
Cochran qualified individually for the state vaulting
the team was winning the OCC.
competition and received a score of 8.3 out of 10.
“We have all been working toward winning the

OCC since our freshman year,” she said. “It felt great
to accomplish our goal.”
Cross country team members seniors CJ Ford,
Kathleen Cooper, Lisa Peterson, junior Katie Williams,
freshmen Elizabeth Quinn and Molly Everett all qualified to run in the state tournament.
Ford said she was pleased with the team’s performance but disappointed with the seventh place finish at state.
The girls swim team had another record-setting
year, placing third in the state and winning districts
and OCCs. The girls water polo team was state champion this year and the boys came close with a thirdplace finish.
Nearly all UA teams won or placed second in the
OCC and placed highly in the district and state. Despite the loss of key senior players, returning letter winners and incoming freshmen should make the 2004-05

sports seasons equally successful.
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Chatlos : Statlos

U

Upper Arlington is truly a haven for
intelligence—and I would know. Every year brings a stronger and more
promising class with exponentially
more talent to brag about. Speaking of
exponents, in honor of statistics guru
Joseph Chatlos and all the other brilliant mathematical minds at UAHS,
here is the official statistical tribute to
the 2003-04 school year.
1. All of the Lord of the Rings movies
have now been released. Thus, the ra|Jason Shough|
tio of possible Lord of the Rings films to
own for your home theater is now 3:3.
The Return of the King also set a record for Lennox attendance: 68.9 percent
of theaters were packed with students from Upper Arlington. 6.5 percent of
them gorged themselves with Sour-Patch Kids and 4.3 percent were dressed
in classic Lord of the Rings garb—excluding UA grad Jeremy Adams, local
hobbit aficionado.
2. Revenues from bake sales have risen this year from 4 percent of total
fundraising to 76 percent of Upper Arlington per-capita income. The growth
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is mostly attributed to a decrease in fundraising ideas but an increase in oven
production at home. UAHS has certainly undergone a pastry revolution.
Next stop ... free market capitalism.
3. From the financial sector, the stock price of mulch has risen from $5 to
$65 just from this year’s lacrosse sales. Sorry folks, if you, like me, planned on
investing in mulch this summer, your opportunity has passed.
4. Finally, taking a cue from Port Columbus, the Learning Center has
stepped up the security and ensured that all those who wish to work quietly
can do so freely. Due to this new enforcement, the probability that stray
hoodlums will disturb the peace has lowered from 3/8 to 1/9.
Quick stats from the 2003-04 year:
Number of football stadium renovations – 1
Increase in Land Rover-related accidents – 100 percent
Metric tons of puppy chow consumed by UAHS this year – 5.8
Number of parking spaces lost on Mount Holyoke – 89
Number of dump trucks taking their place – 56 (plus one port-a-potty)
Chipotle burrito mark-up rose in the fourth quarter – 6.7 percent
Voila. Everywhere we look statistics mark the paths of our lives. Most of
us accept and learn to cope with them. But, for all those non-seniors who are
deeply troubled by these yearly statistics, I’m afraid you are plum out of luck—
there is a 99 percent chance you’ll be coming back next year.
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Letters to
the editor

similar to it in the future.
Junior Luc Nutter

Teacher criticizes May 7 coverage

Student appreciates sexuality coverage

T

The recent issue of Arlingtonian caused quite the
uproar amongst faculty and students. Some was
positive, almost an “It’s about time” mindset,
while other forms of anxiety came with negative
connotations. I fell into the former category.
Arlingtonian is a newspaper designed to
communicate current UAHS-related news, as
well as serve as an attractive magazine that we as
high school students would want to read.
The cover was ingenious; it was provocative to
the point that people who didn’t read Arlingtonian
on a regular basis would pick it up to (1) see if there
were more similar pictures inside, or (2) discover
who was behind the outrageous illustration of
human flesh on the cover page. Out of all the
year’s issues, this one was the most honest and
well-written of them all. With the open-forum
policy, creativity has no limits. I commend the
whole staff on the issue, and I hope to see ones

I

It was with great disappointment that I read the
May 7 issue of Arlingtonian. The focus coverage of
teenage sexuality failed to meet objective criteria
of an “open, honest discussion about healthy
attitudes and perceptions.”
At the minimum, the Arlingtonian coverage could
have been more balanced. The sensationalistic and
exploitive photos chosen by the editorial staff could
have been balanced with the silhoutte of a pregnant
teen or a medical report showing positive STD lab
results. The “student Anne” interview could have
been balanced with an in-depth interview of a
teenager who has chosen not to engage in sexual
activity. The quotes by Planned Parenthood
community health educator Sara Frantz could have
been balanced with information from a spokesperson
from Pregnancy Decision Health Centers. PDHC
actively works with UA Health Services staff for the
benefit of UA students and would have brought a
valuable perspective to your coverage.
Lastly, given the important nature of the subject
matter, this coverage could have come earlier in the

year giving students, parents and faculty members an
opportunity to have an “open, honest discussion
about healthy attitudes and perceptions.”
Julie Bango
Upper Arlington High School Faculty

Teacher applauds sexuality focus

A

As a regular reader of Arlingtonian, I wish to
express my sincere admiration for this impressive
publication. The articles are relevant, challenging, researched and well-written. Topics are
often “hot button” issues others might want to
sweep under the table or pretend teenagers are
not thinking about such things (or even that
they are not yet capable of thinking of such
things). There may be more conservative views
in this school and community, but I would hate
to see them censor this voice of the students. I
have never seen creative, productive, positive
thoughts blossom from the dark cave of
dogma. Kudos to the editors and Arlingtonian
staff for courageously tackling the challenging
issues facing students and our society.
James Heironimus, M.D.
Upper Arlington High School Faculty

Exploring the boring

T

The most common complaint
among teenagers in UA is
there is nothing for them to
do—nothing the least bit
entertaining, vaguely exciting
or emotionally stimulating. It’s
time to put on those shiny,
rarely-used thinking caps and
go out exploring. Get ready
to hit the menacing streets
of UA in search of the best
places to “see and be seen”
in the greatest city in
|Stephanie Hummel|
Franklin County.
Ever since Fiesta Lanes was demolished (because what
did UA need more than a mattress shop and the two
millionth Starbucks?), UA has been seriously lacking in the
bowling alley department. But just because we don’t have a
bowling alley doesn’t mean there aren’t other things for
underage suburbanites to do. When was the last time you
took a scenic bike ride around town, or roller bladed to
Graeter’s, ate your ice cream, and then roller bladed back,
deluding yourself with the happy thought that you had just
burned off all the calories of the triple scoop Fudge Brownie
cone you consumed.
What is the one thing every city needs? Is it a movie
theater? An IHOP? Maybe a Walmart? No, my friends, what this
city needs is putt-putt golf. Your eyes aren’t playing tricks on
you, I promise. What is more exhilarating and life affirming
28

than a round or two of the greatest sport since bobsledding?
You can pretend you are Jack Nicklaus as you putt the ball
through windmills, turrets, and unassuming water hazards—
that little pond three feet away from the hole can be dangerous. Trust me.
What our fair city has plenty of is popular eateries. Old Bag
of Nails and the newer Rusty Bucket—I sense a theme here—
offer American fare, while Chipotle and Baja Fresh are
competing for your money and the title of “Best Fast Food
Mexican Restaurant Other Than Taco Bell”—maybe they
need a chihuahua.
UA also has parks. Lots of parks. In fact, there are 33 parks
for you to explore. When you’re done trekking through all
those parks, UA has three public pools to cool you down. After
pretending you’re Arial from the Little Mermaid (or King Triton
for the guys), get out your baby-sitting money, get your friends
together and play some Texas Hold ‘em.
If you don’t know what that is, then you’re probably also
the person wearing the clothes that are “sooo last season.”
But don’t worry—poker is all over cable TV, and everyone
(besides you) knows about it, so don’t be afraid to ask what a
river is (hint: there is no water involved). Poker tournaments
can get pretty competitive, so be prepared to lose all your
earthly possessions and your dignity.
Whoever said there is nothing to do in the thriving
metropolis that is UA doesn’t know what they’re talking
about. Now there is no excuse to be bored, so no one wants
to hear complaints anymore. With all of the above at your
disposal, why would anyone want to leave?
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Politicians for sale!
Campaign finance, fundraising practices need change to offer Americans true representation

I

W

Imagine my surprise, coming home
“We have to restore the average
from a grueling shift at my barelyperson's voice again … We can do
above minimum wage job to find a
this!” These stirring words would be
large, official looking envelope
less hypocritical from presidentialaddressed to my father sitting on the hopeful John Kerry if spoken in a
kitchen table. But it was the sender
different setting.
that caught my attention. It was
I was privileged enough to
from none other than our Comexchange words with Kerry. I am
mander-in-Chief George W. Bush. I
interested in political theory and once
think to myself, “Oh good! Mail
believed candidates were elected
from our good family friends, the
based on their qualifications and
Bush family!” Memories of summers on platform. However, after attending my
the beach frolicking with the Bush
first political fundraiser, I must admit I
family filled me with a warm feeling.
am disillusioned about our governThen I remembered that this
mental process.
|Jon Avery|
|Tasha Manoranjan|
never happened, and that I have no
In a nation where the gap between
the wealthy few and the poorer masses
idea why my father would be getting
grows daily, it is damnable that this trend spreads even to the political sphere.
mail from the Bushes. Like any self-respecting son, I held the envelope up to
Politics should be a free marketplace of ideas, celebrating our constitutional
the light to see if I could peer through it. After that didn’t work, I tore it open
protection of “free speech” without a price tag attached.
like Rosie O’Donnell with a tube of Pringles.
The very concept of free speech is that it is free—a voice in a
Inside was a signed, glossy photo of the
democratic government cannot be regulated and taxed. If our forum
President and First Lady, home
of ideas is limited to only those who can afford it, our government
on the ranch no less,
will soon descend to an authoritarian rule by moneyed elites and
signed to my father. I
Halliburton executives. But because our political arena requires such
continued
obscene amounts of funding (Dubya began his campaign with a war
through the
chest of over $150 million), politicians are forced to listen only to
contents of the
the voice of the almighty dollar.
envelope, still
The argument that money is a representation of one’s opinion is
beaming with pride
admittedly valid, but what needs $1000 to say? In our harried society
for our newest wall
of Day Planners and micromanaged schedules, politically-inclined
decoration, when I
people may not have the time to work on a political campaign and it
got to the accompanyrper|
a
H
ana
ic|D
ing letter. The
is unfortunately reasonable that these people instead write a check for
graph
salutations “Dear
their favorite candidate and consider their civic duty complete.
Friend” up top had the
However, that this is
“Friend” part crossed out
reasonable does not make
and in its place, my father’s name. “Wow, this is personal! And
it responsible.
very professional of them to cross out the error and write in the
That said, I must admit
correct name with a sharpie!”
my childish glee to meet
The letter went something like this “Dear Jon’s Dad, hope
this man, potentially the
you got this awesome photo intact! Killer isn’t it? Your friends will
leader of this nation for the
be totally envious of you! Anyway, please send us back the
next eight years. Barring
enclosed receipt making sure you got it, OK? With that, please
severe campaign finance
send a contribution of anything from $100 to $1000 so you can
reform to force a grassroots
continue to receive awesome photos like this one! Keep it easy!
campaign (in actuality and
G. Dub-yah Bush.”
not just in rhetoric), this is
As I finished this, my heart sank. Could this be some sort
our political system. A
of come-on? Could the Bush family be trying to swindle us?
better one would involve
It appeared to be the sad truth. I’m not so much disapfree advertisements on
pointed that the heart-felt letter was just trying to shake the
television and newspapers
change out of my familiy’s pocket, but rather the Bush
for politicians and issues, or
campaign would resort to these techniques.
more involved education
Bush, you need a better mooching staff. May I suggest me, a
regarding referendums and
professional mooch. As the financial panther that I am, what
candidates. However, if
Senior Tasha Manoranjan stands with presidentialwith bouncing upwards of five checks and holding no less than
this is the game … er,
hopeful John Kerry at a fundraiser April 27. Manoranjan
14 jobs, I am the expert of asking for money. Perhaps you can
system … then let’s play
said campaign financing is a “revolting component of

make it a cabinet position?
ball, Bush!

politics in dire need of change.”
june 4, 2004
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Senior laments cesspool of inequity

F

For seniors, the last month of school can
be a bittersweet time. The excitement
and jubilation of freedom from high
school join anxiety for the future and
sentiment for the past, creating a series of
emotions that many never experience again.
But this year is markedly different.
Whereas past senior classes left behind a
legacy, the class of 2004 seems to be …
well ... lacking. Think about it—former
senior classes were memorable. They
were taller, smarter, more athletic and
much, much older. Seniors of years past
didn’t just get respect, they demanded it.
And the underclassmen
groveled with zeal and
abandonment.
Class of
2004, I
implore you,
where is our
Jeff Backes?
Who is our
legend? How
have we
made it thus
far without a
god or
goddess
worthy of
the worship
of the
underclass?
It’s June,
and I am on
a mission. I
am in

search of The Legend of the class of
depths of failure there is redemption. I
2004, and I’ll find my legend even if I
give you: The Senior Class Prank. We’ve
have to create it myself.
all heard the stories: stranding a live
My memory is vivid: the second day of heifer in the second floor LC, freezing
my freshman year I was in awe. In fact,
Greenhill’s underwear, or streaking through
I’m pretty sure my jaw didn’t lift itself off the west café every hour on the hour.
the floor all day. Who
Here’s my proposal: why
were these people?
not take not a cue from
Each one seemed to
history (and Brad Pitt)?
tower miles above my
I’m talking about a little
scrawny, 14-year-old
100-year siege called the
head, and I swear, a
Trojan War. It won’t be
bright light permeated
hard, just build a little 10from behind each of
story creature out of wood,
their glorious heads.
or cardboard really, it
Maybe they were halos,
makes no difference to me.
maybe it was the
Making a Golden Bear is
fluorescent lighting, it
too predictable, so let’s
doesn’t really matter.
celebrate the wildlife of
The question on my
Columbus and make a
mind was this: how did
squirrel. Then all we have
these 30-something’s
to do is wheel that bad boy
posing as seniors get into
through the senior lot,
|Joannie Colner|
the building?
through the hallway
Four years later,
victoriously, and ba-datimes have changed. My grade just
bing ba-da-boom—we’re in. At last, we
doesn’t match up to the standards set
will join the likes of the geniuses who
by “The Super Class,” a.k.a. the class of thought of building brick walls in front
2001. It seems each year since TSC
of every entrance to the school.
graduated, seniors have gotten, well, a
We might never have a single god like
lot less cool. No longer the unattainJeff Backes, Simon Fraser or Mike
able celebrity-like visions of the good
Lambright, but we will go down in
old days, seniors have become just
history as the most ambitious senior class
another herd of sheep within the
to ever walk the halls of UAHS. And that,
corridors of UAHS.
my friends, is worth more than any
All is not lost though, my faithful
acceptance letter—or high school diploma,

comrades; even while wallowing in the
for that matter.

Arlingtonian appreciates audience
|Staff Editorial|

U

UAHS students have been commended for
having the highest number of National Merit
Semi-Finalists in Ohio public schools, praised
for having the highest PSAT, SAT and ACT math
scores in the history of the school and recognized for countless other musical, athletic and
academic achievements. However, many
overlook the recognition the student body
merits for its character.
Principal Kip Greenhill recently expressed his
gratitude to the students when he came over the
announcements to commend two students for
mature and respectful behavior in returning
money found and responsibly leaving identifying
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information after a car accident.
Similarly, the student body has
shown a high level of maturity in
handling the controversial
Arlingtonian issues. From
cheating and eating disorders to
teenage sexuality and security,
UAHS students have taken our
issues seriously and respectfully,
enabling our staff to deeply
investigate significant topics.
Without such maturity, our
publication would inevitably
decline in content. The quality of
our readership is inherently tied to
the quality of our publication. 
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editorial cartoon|Yeye Zhang|
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Editors appreciate staff for
excellence in publication,
personality and achievement
|Tasha Manoranjan & Jess Williams|

P

Pages upon pages of various fonts proclaimed only the
same word: Arlingtonian. This was exactly one year ago,
when we made the decision which seemed the greatest
significance of this year: our title font.
We were filled with ideas, hopes, anxieties and
promise. We wanted the publication to be strong in
content and design, and we wanted the staff to be the
happiest, most united team of student journalists.
Throughout the many interviews with prospective
staffers, we realized their ambitions were analogous to our
own, only perhaps more naive in their grandiose extent,
hoping to publish weekly in full color.
The staff first met at summer camp, four days of teambuilding, planning and tutorials. We were anxious to see
whether there would be any individuals who would
conflict so completely they’d polarize the staff, whether
everyone really was as excited as they seemed during their
interviews and whether the year could be a success.
We were happily rewarded in our planning, stressing and
coordinating. Our staff was, and forever will be, amazing. The
section editors, Kyle, Chloe, Joannie, Jason, Ally, Kaitlin,
Kendrick, were fabulous, willing to take responsibility for
their stories and sections, excited to contribute their ideas
and avoid editor-enforced oppression at all costs. Our writers,
Brady, Allie, Ashley and Becky, were ever-ready for story
ideas, willing to tackle the tougher topics for the student
body. The business staff was also enthusiastically prepared for
combat. Jon, Stephanie and Juliana were so understanding of

Arlingtonian is a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately
every four weeks by Journalism III-A
s t u d e n t s at Upper Arlington High School.
The publication has been established as
a public forum for student expression and for
the discussion of issues of concern to its
audience. It will not be rev iewed or
r e s t ra i n e d b y s c h o o l o f f i c i a l s p r i o r t o
publication or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for
student expression, the editorial board,
which consists of the staff’s top editors,
will determine the content of the
newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials;
therefore, material may not necessarily
reflect the opinions or policies of Upper
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the publication’s needs and diligently pursued the almighty
buck. Not to mention Katy, our production manager, who
consistently enthused our team with excitement, support and
the ever-necessary chocolate. Our art staff also played an
integral role in our production. Bailey, Dana and Alex were
so enthusiastic and willing to repeat a photo shoot if the
lighting just didn’t fit, or we needed to focus on a different
aspect. The art editors, Elyse, Allie and Yeye were fantastic.
They were an endless resource with their expertise in artistry,
contributing ideas and far surpassing their official responsibilities without recognition. Biru, our brilliant managing editor,
demonstrated the tireless dedication of editor of the
publication and equaled our efforts, only she does not have
her picture in the issue with ours.
That eternal devotion was the predominant theme of
this year. From section editors re-writing stories as
necessary and artists re-creating graphics and photos, to
writers diligently pursuing the perfect article and staffers
scrounging to finance the printing of each issue. During
all this, we realized the flag font (Bernhard Modern Bold)
was inconsequential. What remained was the staff, the
relationships, the friendships, the hugs, laughters, tears
and the memories.

Editors in chief

Arlington school officials.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,
guest columns and news releases from faculty,
administrators, community residents, students
and the general public.
The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the
right to withhold a letter or column and return
it for more information if it determines the piece
contains items of unprotected speech as defined
by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in full
on the Arlingtonian web site. They can be
viewed at www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum
of four weeks.
Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to
publish only legally protected speech following
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the legal definitions for libel, obscenity and
invasion of privacy. The staff will also refrain
from printing stories that create a material
disruption of school activities.
Because the Arlingtonian staff will
determine content of the publication, it will
therefore also take complete legal and
financial responsibility for what is printed.
Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a
story solely on the basis of possible dissent
or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays
all printing and production costs through
advertising sales, subscription sales and
other fundraisers.
The editor or co-editors shall interpret
and enforce this editorial policy.
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The road less traveled

graphic|Yeye Zhang|

Columnists review alternative ways of exploring Ohio’s open road

A

As summer quickly approaches, people
are racking their brains and furrowing
their brows while thinking of what to
do this summer. Sleeping in until 3 p.m.
and following that with a breakfast of
Fritos is no longer an option. There are
many things in these 50 nifty United
States to do. Last year Mr. Alex “Bone
Saw” Dappen and I traversed the
painted deserts of the west. We weren’t
together at first, but through extenuating circumstances our paths would
cross. Around mid July I was living on a
Hopi reservation somewhere in
northern Nevada. I was there
|Jon Avery|
contemplating my future after having
lost a bare-knuckled boxing match with
a Native American man named John “Iron Fist.”
I had found my way to this reservation after searching for a plot of land with
gold buried beneath which my pappy had left me. After digging nearly 80 holes,
each roughly seven feet deep, I was out of supplies. Luckily a supply truck for the
reservation was driving by and I was carried to safety. I slept for many days on a
cool bed in a house owned by the chief of the tribe. When I awoke he promised
me a ride back to civilization on the next supply run. This was three weeks away.
I learned to bide my time with the noble Native Americans and found myself
through nature—apparently, my animal spirit guide is a mongoose.
After growing as a person on numerous levels, I was prepared to leave the
reservation forever, but it was then that I saw a blur of American horsepower
come racing through the desert at roughly 110 miles-per-hour. I couldn’t see
much, but I was able to see that the car was the Cadillac of truck-sedan hybrids,
the El Camino. I went into my bedroom and grabbed a telescope I had crafted.
Through the lens I saw my lifelong friend and attorney, junior Alex Dappen. In
a cloud of dust he was at the gates of the reservation. I met him with a hug and a
glass of cactus juice. He told me his harrowing tale of how he had come into
possession of this fine automobile. It was then that we decided to travel back to
the Buckeye state together. I said my goodbyes to my friends on the reservation,
fueled the stolen El Camino, loaded the luscious truck bed with supplies, and we
were on our way. We would have many adventures on the way back, including
dancing in St. Louis for gas money, fighting for the honor of a Jack Russell Terrier
in Alabama and avoiding the draft in Indiana after having time traveled to 1971.
All in all it was a pretty uneventful summer.


Letter to
the editor
Principal appreciates Arlingtonian coverage,
disappointed with May 7 issue’s cover photo
I want to express my concern with the cover of
last month’s Arlingtonian. The stories, coverage
and writing in this year’s Arlingtonian has been
june 4, 2004

L

Last year on June 10 when the bell
rang at 3:05 I burst through the front
doors of the high school in a full sprint
headed to my house ... to take a nap.
Fully rested, I gathered a few
belongings for my upcoming trip. I
didn’t know where I was going or who
I would meet, but I knew that my
summer would be one to remember.
With only a camera, 20 dollars and 35
cents, and a Swiss army knife I got in
Cub Scouts, I was on my way.
Upon finding myself at the
Greyhound station I decided that St.
Cloud, Minnesota would be a good
|Alex Dappen|
place to make my first stop.
The next morning when I was
walking in the state of one thousand lakes, I noticed trucks being unloaded in the
rear of the building, I quickly jumped in the back and settled in for a nice ride.
Waking up to the sound of people yelling, I realized that the truck was being
hijacked at a rest stop along Route 60 headed west; apparently it was hauling
very valuable plasma screen TVs which offer a high price on the black market. I
ran and hid under the vending machine next to the restrooms.
To my luck I soon saw a classmate of mine, junior Andy Steibler, roll up in an
El Camino he had just bought from the west coast and was driving home. During a
nice chat with Andy, he proclaimed he was headed to the bathroom. Being a man
of action and on a desperate level, I quickly jumped in the car, found the keys on
the floor and started the engine. After checking my mirrors and making sure my
seat belt was securely fastened, I peeled out of the parking lot due west onto Route
60. Looking over my shoulder, I saw Andy running out of the bathroom yelling,
trying to button his pants. Not that I have anything against Andy, but I was in a
desperate situation, and it seemed like a good idea at the time.
I soon found myself driving down a dirt road towards what looked like an
Indian reservation. When I stopped outside a small teepee, I saw an old friend of
mine, senior Jon Avery, resting after just losing a joust. I slept for the rest of the
day and at dawn we headed off into the horizon. We found a mattress to throw in
the back so one person could drive while the other slept. The ride home was
mostly a blur between sleep and watching the pavement pass by, but we did go
cliff diving off the western rim of the Grand Canyon and helped re-enact part of
the Civil War down in Georgia. When returning home I gave Andy’s car back

with a thank you card and $10 that I earned while dancing in St. Louis.

excellent. While I have not always agreed with
the viewpoint, from a journalistic standpoint
one would be hard pressed to find another
school newspaper of such quality. Unfortunately
journalistic quality does not always sell papers.
We see this every day in the news reporting
business and other writing ventures. Many print
journals have turned to sexually provocative
pictures and stories and they have also used
sexual innuendo to increase their appeal and
circulation. I hope this never becomes the
intent of the Arlingtonian staff. The quality of

arlingtonian

the Arlingtonian will stand by itself; it is truly
second to none.
I have always been proud to share our papers
with visitors, but the May issue ignores the
youth who see this paper at home, it does not
represent the standards of our school, and as a
result I have not displayed the recent edition in
my home or office as I have in the past. I
remain a strong supporter of a great high school
newspaper, but not the cover photograph.
Kip Greenhill
Upper Arlington High School Principal
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America’s favorite pastime:

W

B

We all have those depressing
Baseball has been the arch-nemesis of
Mondays. They usually come when
lacrosse since the beginning of time.
someone calls you a "dork" in class for
Besides being boring, over-exposed and
knowing the atomic number of radon,
slow, baseball’s opening-day hype falls
or when you can recant the entire
right in the middle of lacrosse season.
Gettysburg Address from memory. I
Baseball’s biggest downfall is its slow
would have never expected that my
pace. I am by no means an adrenaline
day would come when someone
meathead who needs to see bonenaively made the claim that lacrosse,
crushing hits, and yes, I have watched
not baseball, was the new American
my fair-share of baseball games and
pastime. Shocked and utterly upset, I
even played first and second base until I
closed my alliteration dictionary and
was handed a lacrosse stick and saw the
opened my baseball encyclopedia. It
light. But when something entertaining
was time to show America what
does finally happen, I usually miss it
ballgame they really love the most.
because by that time in the game, my
|Jason Shough|
|Brady Williams|
Before WWII, baseball was the most
attention is focused on annoying kids
important event that every American
running around with their gloves,
watched to get his sports fill. Of course, TV wasn't always available, so thousands of
desperately trying to catch a foul ball, or some lame mascot trying to entertain
fans would be packed into dangerously-flammable wooden stadiums to watch “The the home-crowd by dancing on the dugout.
Big Bambino” slice a homer over the right field fence. These stadiums not only
Fortunately for spectators that have the same attention span as I do, there is
posed every viewer with the possibility of death, but they also were able to incite
that famous seventh inning stretch. Unfortunately, though, I think something
malicious riot amongst the spectators over which ball player could get closer to the
more than a simple stretch is necessary during one of those endless events.
umpire’s face. But regardless of the danger, these glorified fields introduced the
And do not forget about the cute baseball songs. “Buy me some peanuts
greatest commodity known to the average sports-stadium guru which has now
and cracker jacks, I don’t care if I ever come back…” Sounds like a winner.
become a staple of our society—the frankfurter. This invention of kings proved
And those minuscule Cracker Jack prizes probably would not be able to
strongly that baseball is not a sport for the weak of spirit—or the weak of belly.
entertain a child in timeout.
Then came the tumultuous periods of the mid-1890s. Wars and societal
In lacrosse, there is not a need for a worthless stretch, catchy songs, or
changes should have thrown baseball onto the backburner, but instead, hot-dogs
ridiculous mascots. The game itself entertains even the most clueless spectator.
grilled at an exponential rate (with the development of the assembly line) became
The fans enjoy the finesse, athleticism, teamwork and flash. Lacrosse is
the focus. During the depression, there was only one thing that could take people’s
definitely a team sport unlike baseball. I probably would be unable to tell you
minds off the grotesque unemployment rate: baseball. During the War and before
who won the World Series, but I have heard way too much about homerun
the silver screen, baseball players were known as the only true entrepeneurs of our
records, ERA, strikeouts and other stats with absurd numbers and difficult
time … and all they had to do was smack a ball around. Baseball has lived with
decimal places.
America through the good times and the bad, how can anyone ask to replace it?
While the clueless yawn their way through the baseball season, I am sure
But history aside: where else can the average American look to find referees call
you can fund the other sports fans at a lacrosse game enjoying America’s
themselves “umps” and dress in all blue with dull, beanie-looking caps? What about a oldest game. Although it has evolved since the native Americans played
sport where a foul ball can improve a small boy’s life if he happens to catch it? And
lacrosse not only for recreational activities, but to solve disputes between
where else does dirt in the
Indian tribes
shape of a diamond, with
and nations.
three white squares and a
So trade
pentagon placed properly,
your old ratty
mystify and bring some
baseball glove
patrons to religious awe?
for a lacrosse
Baseball is the only answer.
stick of your
We love it, so don’t try to
choice, hang up
deny it. We love it down to
your cute
the odd titles like “bullpen”
baseball pants,
dana’s GRAPHIC
and “dugout.” I'm going to
and try
be frank: I was upset and
America’s
hurt the day I was told
oldest sport.
baseball is “headed out” of
And believe
the American dream. But I
me, you will be
must say I put a smile on my
hooked on “the
face later that day—baseball
fastest game on

players wear cups.
two feet.” 
graphic|Dana Harper & Yeye Zhang|
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